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Planned economy is not a novel concept. It has its roots
in the primitive and ajicient world. It is guided by human values;
and, therefore, it must of necessity have a flexible pattern, as hu-
man values keep changing in the light of new knowledge and opportuni-
ties, Economy as planned and practiced at a particular time and place
leads to a standard of living. This standard may be dictated by
authoritarian rule as in Germany \inder the Hitler regime, or it may
be elected by a society in which free thought and vol\intary action
and ezperimental effort still play a major part as in England today.
The dominant culture pattern of the age and place determines the shape
of the program of planned economy that comes into existence in that age
and place. This chapter will tend to show the dominant part played by
planned economy in the lives of the primitive, ancient, and medieval
peoples, in which ages the foundations for today’s economy were laid.
Primitive
"During this age the rudiments of all modern economic powers
of man were developed: the guidance of the hand by the mind, mani-
fested in his creative industry; his inventive faculty; the currency or
spread of his inventions; the adaptation of means to industry in
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In the primitive community, group codes determine the social
order of things and the direction of individ\ials ' lives. Interests of
the individual are subordinated to the interests of the group, ^
Primitive economics follows no formal pattern and, therefore,
cannot be analyzed. As in today's con5)licated society, economic life
was and is conducted in harmony v;ith human purposes but on a much sin^)-
ler scale. The problem of primitive peoples - Bushmen, Australian
Aborigines, Andamanese, Tasmanians, Eskimos, and the Hindus - has been
to find food. They make no effort to control their environment but
rather adapt themselves to it; therefore, sick people are killed, chil-
dren are abandoned especially during times of famine and migration.
The only control exercised is of a religious and magical nature. Man
at this level has various forms of control of property in distribution.
He has regulated the hunting and fishing rights between local groups,
thereby forbidding trespassing. In times of famine, the food supply is
pooled together and distributed, and the hoarder, if discovered, is
severely punished.
^
From the foregoing brief survey of primitive man, it can read
ily be seen that along very simple lines (obtaining and distributing
^Dixon and Eberhart, ECONOMICS AND CULTURAL CHANGE, New York; McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1938, Page 23
^Mayo, Elton, THE SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF AN INDUSTRIAL CIVILIZATION, Boston
Division of Research, Harvard Business School, 19^5* Page 5
3Ibid, Page 50
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3food) planned econom7 played and is playing among primitive peoples a
very important part in assuring them of their livelihood.
Ancient
The material found by archaeologists in their excavations of
tombs of the ancient peoples gives evidence that the state exercised
wide supervisory pov;ers over the economic life of the people of Mesopo-
tamia and the Nile River,
Sumer ia . The lower valley of Mesopotamia was settled by
S\imerians during the sixth and fifth milleniums B.C. Their political
institution was the city-kingdom, the head of which was the “Patesi.“
He was the king, high priest, and economic overlord. As economic over-
lord, he assumed responsibility for the well-being of his subjects.
Sumeria was a fertile valley bounded by the banks of the
Tigris and Euphrates; and, therefore, agriculture naturally was the
basis of the inhabitants* livelihood. However, the successful CTiltiva-
tion of the farms depended upon the control of the annual flood when the
twin rivers overflowed their banks. The Patesi levied the wealth of the
natives and compelled their personal services in the matter of construc-
tion and maintenance of dykes and canals to provide for this annual
emergency. ^
^Mackenzie, Findlay, PLANNED SOCIETY, New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1937, Page 27
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Economic unification reached its peak during the reign of
Hammurabi (2100 B.C*)* His rule - the famous Hammurabi code - provided
for the follov;ing: ^
1. Taxes v;ere levied on the land and there was forced
labor on the canals and roads.
2. Industry was organized on a craft basis by means
of associations and apprentices. The law regulated
the system of apprenticeship, fixed wages for work-
men, and assigned liabilities for bad workmanship.
3. The law provided for partnerships, associations,
and agencies for the, carrying on of trade along the
routes which led to India, China, or the Mediterra-
nean.
All laws were promulgated in the name of the god of the city-
kingdom; and, therefore, the basis of the wide exercise of royal author-
ity over economic life of the people was religious sanction. ^
Egypt . Turning to the Nile Valley, it is found that Egypt
also depended upon agriculture for its livelihood. The reigning
Pharaohs and Ptolemies of the fourth and third milleniums B.C. were
vested with autocratic power and controlled the land and the peasants
thereon. The niler was the ov/ner of all the land, and he granted it to
his subjects. Large tracts were held by the ten^jles and nobles and by
free farmers who hired the peasantry to v/ork the land.
The reigning Pharaoh or Ptolemy rebuilt, repaired, and main-
tained by impressed labor the dykes £ind canals. During the period of
^Caldv/ell, Wallace Everett, THE ANCIENT WOEID, Nev; York: Farrar and
Rinehart, Inc., 1937, Page 32
^Mackenzie, Findlay, Op. Cit., Page 29
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5inundation, the peasants were called to labor on the works of the king,
and they were lodged in huge barracks and fed from the royal stores.
Desert wastes were reclaimed and cultivated. Important industries were
operated as state monopolies.
Production of food was vinder the supervision of the state.
Seed v;as allotted to each nome (administrative unit) which was planted
under the supervision of a royal overseer. Harvesting was done under
government supervision.
This Egyptian autocracy was supported by an elaborate finan-
cial system. Taxes were levied on land, houses, cattle, frees, produce,
industry, persons, and were paid in either produce or service. The ser-
vsints accomplished the works of the king - buildings, pyramids, irriga-
tion ditches, work in quarries and mines. The produce fed the king’s
servants, his laborers, and dependents.^
Athens , The economic life in Greece developed without the
theocratic and autocratic ideology that permeated the Orient, Greece
gave birth to the concept of the state as a society of free citizens.
There was planned economy in Greece, but its power rested on
the free consent of the governed, as is the case in England today,
Solon, in the sixth century B.C,, is traditionally known as
the founder of Athenian planned economy in harmony with democratic prin-
ciples, His accomplishments are as follows: ^
^Caldwell, Wallace Everett, Op. Cit,, Page 48
2 Ibid, Page 35
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1* Cxirtailed agricultural e^orts
2. Required every father to teach his son a useful
occupation
3* Established the timocratic principle (Citizen-
ship classified according to income and tax
burden)
His reign was followed by that of the dictator, Pisistratus.
He subsidized the small farming class by state grant of seed and
agricultural, supplies. He put the unemployed to work on public build-
ing projects. He extended diplomatic relations with leading commercial
pov/ers to find profitable outlets for the Athenian trade, ^
Rome , In the sixth century B.C,, the Roman state was a com-
nnmity of farmers. The chief institution was the family, the head of
which was the father whose patriarchal rxile over the household was ab-
solute, The institution of family life was carried over into public af-
fairs; and naturally, therefore, the most influential families consti-
tuted the governing class. The ruling agency was the Senate, and their
policy was the self-aggrandizement of the senatorial members. Their in-
terests centered in the accumulation of land and the amassing of wealth
derived thereform. Small landov/ners v/ere ruined by the entrance of these
gentlemen farmers, ^
This ruling class was overthrown by the military dictator,
Julius Caesar, who was succeeded by Augustus, Under Augustus, the Roman
Principate was established, and the Mediterranean world became an econo-
mic unit. Grain was distributed to the inhabitants of the city of Rome -
^Caldwell, Wallace Everett, Op, Cit,, Page 35
2Ibid, Page 39
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7free to the poor and at a nominal rate to those who could afford to pay.
The state assumed it was its duty to provide for the general welfare of
the weak and imderprivileged.
Agriculture started to decline in Italy. This decline was
followed by tha,t of industry and commerce. Heavy tax burdens were laid
on the people. The direction of production and distribution passed
into the hands of the en5)erors as in the ancient Orient, and currency
was wildly inflated during the third centxiry which caused the then-
reigning eii5)eror, Diocletian, to issue a radical price-fixing decree. ^
Medieval
"Modern control is aware of its inconsistency and is accord-
ingly apologetic and loquacious. In medieval society, on the other
hand, control was public and unblushing. It was in many respects com-
plete and always purposeful; little was left to accidents." 2
The principal organ through which planned economy during the
medieval era stressed itself was the guild. It was distinctly a local
affair and was exclusively communal in structure and outlook. Merchant
guilds associated themselves with foreign merchants for the purpose of
supplies and for transporta.tion. Goods were sold in a local market and
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8The guilds were divided into three classifications; religious,
merchant, suad craft. Merchant guilds became important in the twelfth
century. They enjoyed a monopoly of trade over a given area and within
the limits of their charters legislated concerning the conduct of
transactions, hours of market, terms of payment, and grade of goods.
The guild regulations were binding upon all.
The craft guild came into prominence in the thirteenth cen-
ttiry. They had the exclusive rights to practice a certain trade within
a given area, the right to make rules for their craft and to enforce
penalties. Apprentices in the guilds were bound by contract. They were
con5)elled to live in the masters* homes and were subject to them as
members of the families. In return, the masters were compelled to
teach the apprentices all they knew of the craft. Upon congjletion of
his probation period, the apprentice was a member of the guild in full
standing. Now he was allowed to bargain for his salary and to become
his own master if financially able to do so. Hours of labor and methods
v;ere regulated by the guild for both ma,sters and v/orkmen, and night
work was forbidden.
Thus medieval economic control extended to production as well
as to exchange under rules designed to increase, regulate, and guarantee
production. Money compared with the value it has today was relatively
unimportant. However, stringent lav/s were enacted to prohibit the prac-
tice of usury. The decline of the guilds was effected by the "black
death," the toll from v;hich strained the then-existing economic system
to the breaking point. However, the strongest factor contributing to
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TOES OF PLAITHED ECONOMY
Of the radical forms of planned economy that are rsuupant in
the world today, there are tv/o - Socialism and Fascism, There is a
decisive affinity between Socialism and Fascism in their actual prac-
tice, and it is found in a negation that is common - both deny and de-
stroy freedom.
Socialism
”Socialism proposes a type of society in which there will be
no private property and there will be a productive system governed by
collective control and guidance. It is a program of reform which re-
pudiates private ownership of the means of production and con^etitive
control of industry. It proposes a type of society in which productive
Capital will be ov;ned collectively and economic activity will be con-
trolled by authority of the one-party state,” ^
Karl Marx, the father of Socialism, created the seemingly per-
fect economic state, Marx proposed that in all societies one class
tends to concentrate into its hands the ovmership of the principal means
of production and political power. The state is an instrument in its
hands to securely fasten the fetters on the classes it exploits. The
^Fairchild, Furniss, and Buck, ECONOMICS, New York; The Macmillan Com-
pany, 1940, Page 753
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oppressed seek to throw off the yoke and eventually succeed in overthrow-
ing and replacing the exploiters. This theory divides industrial society
into two classes - capitalist and v/orker. The capitalist exploits the
v/orker who is in reality nothing more than a v/age slave. ^
According to this theory, as business enterprises expauad, a
larger proportion will be squeezed out of the business class and forced
into the laboring class, as industry is concentrating itself into the
hands of a few and will continue imtil a single unit will monopolize each
of the major fields of industry. ^ Because of the concentration of in-
dustry, the rich will grow richer and fewer; and the poor, poorer and more
and by virtue of their great numbers, the poor will gain pov/er to revolt
and to throw off the yoke of the oppressed, 3
Now, there are no oppressed left, and the working class will
be the means of ending the exploitation of man by men and of giving birth
to a free and equal society and thus is born the perfect comniTinistic state
However, in practice, the principles propounded by Karl ^^arx
are so distorted that they are no longer recognizable, A communistic re-
gime today which supposedly bases its policies on Marxism is anything but
the perfect economic "Utopia” as evidenced by Socialism,
^Paul, Leslie, THE ANNIHILATION OF MAN, New York: Brace and Company,
19^5 . Page 46
^Knight, Winston, ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES IN PRACTICE, New York: Farrar and
Rinehart, 194-2, Paige 585
3Fairchild, Purniss, and Buck, Op, Cit,, Page 759
^aul, Leslie, Op, Cit., Page 4-7
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Comiminisni , There are various forms of Socialism but the one
which is of the greatest importance today is Communism. Although Social-
ism in theory presupposes a dictatorship of the proletariat, it v/ould be
erroneous to assume that such a dictatorship r\iles the Communistic state.
The Communists took power in the name of the proletariat; but once in
power, they decided that to permanently establish their power they would
have to industrialize and modernize Eussia without foreign aid but at the
expense of the living generation. "But that meant that the new state
authority could not act in the interest of the contemporary proletariat
as a class. As a state authority that was first and foremost concerned
with the task of industrialization and collectivation, the communists
could not allov; soviets, trade unions and other democratic working-class
organizations effectively to represent and fight for the day-to-day in-
terests of the workers. That had become incompatible with the accepted
national aim," ^ The government of Eussia is a civil service run by a
small, highly unified state.
Production is controlled by the government; and as Eussia
realized that it was backward in equipment, they used their resources
for the production of capital goods at the expense of consun5>tion goods
which are desperately needed for the everyday wants of the people but
which remain very scarce and of poor quality. Consumption is controlled
by the Planning Commission who decides how people shall spend their money.
To encourage consumption of certain products, it lowers the price below
^Ibid, Page 101
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cost and subsidizes the industry for the difference. To discourage the
sale of consumption goods, it raises the price above cost but the indus-
try cannot keep the difference.
The Planning Conmission specifies the outputs establishments
are expected to produce, prices to be charged, materials to be purchased,
and labor to be hired. In the agric\iltural field, farms are collectively
owned and cultivated. Each collective farm must sell to the state speci-
fied proportions of its produce at low cost, ^
Fascism
Fascism (a form of which is Nazism), the other inportant radi-
cal movement of our age, is particularly violent in its opposition to
Communism in that it does not believe in the class struggle. The late
Benito Mussolini's own definition of such an economic philosophy is as
follows: 2
"The foundation of Fascist doctrine is the conception
of the State - of its essence, tasks, and puiposes.
For Fascism, the State is the Absolute, in relation
to which all individuals and groups are relative,"
Therefore, citizens live to serve the state. They owe it un-
questioning allegiaince and conplete obligation, and they can claim no
rights from it,
^Fairchild, Furniss, and Buck, Op. Cit., Page 775
^Mussolini, Benito, FASCISM: DOCTRINE AND INSTITUTIONS, Rome, 1935
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To control and direct all economic activities for the welfare
of the state, Fascism in Italy operated through the Corporative State,
the chart of which is presented on the following page. The objective of
this functional body v;as to create as self-sufficient an Italian economy
as possible, ^
1Knight, Winston, Op Cit,, Page 608
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CORPORATIVE STATE

























































At the head of the corporate state is the minister of corpora-
tions under whom is the central corporative committee which runs the
national co\incil of corporations* For the nation as a whole, the
corporations, twenty-two in number, regiment and control productive force
in the interest of national policy. For each province the f\inctions of
workers’ and eiqjloyers' organizations are coordinated by a provincial
economic corporative council; and for the localities, this coordinating
fvmction is performed by labor contracts,
A succinct description of the corporate principle of Fascism
appeared in " Qu.adrage s imo Anno” as follows: ^
"The state grants legal existence to the syndicate
or union and thereby confers on it some of the
features of a monopoly, for in virtue of this recog-
nition, it alone, according to the kind of syndi-
cate, can represent v/orkingmen and employers, and
it, alone, can conclude labor contracts and labor
agreements* Affiliation to the syndicate is op-
tional for everyone; but in this sense only can
the syndicate organization be said to be free,
since the contribution to the unions and other
special taxes are obligatory for all who belong
to a given trade or profession, whether workingmen
or employers, and the labor contracts drawn up by
the legal syndicate are likewise obligatory* * . .
”The corporative organizations are composed of rep-
resentatives of both xinions (i*e*, of workingmen
and employers) of the same trade or profession, and
as true and genuine organs and institutions of the
state they direct and. coordinate the activities of
the unions in all matters of common interest.”
^Dixon and Eberhart, Op* Git*, Page 515
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In Germany, Fascism functioned under the Nazi party* The
National Socialist party was the only legal political organization of
the people and economically it strived for self-sufficiency even if it
had to be attained by conquest. This program entailed the
1, Elimination of democracy and substitution of an
authoritarian state \inder dictatorial leadership
2. Creation of a totalitarian social system that
v/ould bring the wealth and labor of the German
people into the service of the state
3* Eestriction of inqports in order to build up the
home supply
4* Eeclamation of land
5* Subsidizing production of wool, vegetable oils,
synthetic products
Industry and labor v/ere under close control. The Industrial
worker was under the immediate control of the employer who in turn was
under the immediate control of the state. ^
Comparison of Fascism and Socialism
The major similarities and differences between Socialism and
Fascism are set forth below.
Similarities . Both are revolutionary movements opposed to
a democratic way of life.
Both adopt the same method of revolution - direct action by
a firmly organized party ^lnder dictatorial leadership followed by
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terroristic methods to carry out their program.
Both subscribe to the principle of planned and controlled
economy. ^
Differences . Fascism worships the state as a spiritual en-
tity whereas Socialism would do away with the state entirely, ^
Fascism is militantly national whereas Socialism is inter-
national and recognizes no political bo\indaries.
The Fascist state is dominated by a small party of the elite
whereas Socialism intends to include everyone in the governing party.
Fascism claims that all people - proletariat and bourgeoisie
are boiind by the same obligations of loyalty and service to the state
whereas Socialism believes in class struggle as a means of social
evolution. ^
Fascism makes v/oman the subordinate of man and believes in
racial superiority whereas Socialism recognizes essential equality of
human beings, ^
^Ibid, Page 781
^Dixon and Eberhart, Op. Cit., Page 520
3Fairchild, Furniss, and Buck, Op. Cit., Page 732
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Both Fascism and Socialism charge that capitalism assures no
real freedom for the average man; and although vigorously denying the
validity of such a fact, both Fascism and Socialism have corrpletely
taken away man’s liberty and he has become no more than a machine which
must perform as his master (the state) commands. In the Soviet Union
both materials and v/orkers are assigned; workers cannot change jobs
without government approval; and under their internal passport system,
they are liable to imprisonment if they leave their villages v;ithout
permission. ^
In Russia, the planning commission through its five-year
plans has succeeded in guiding the nation's economic activity tov/ard
the goals set up in advance. Success of such dictatorial economic plan-
ning has been due to the fact that the country was suffering extreme
scarcity in all departments of its economic life. Therefore, it could
be safely assumed that the consumers' requirements were greater than the
supply and the people would be happy to get any style, quality, or quan-
tity of an item where there had been a dearth of that item. Even today
there is a great scarcity in consumer goods as evidenced by the fact that
dtiring the last war a foreign correspondent in Austria v/rote ^
"Once upon a time many feared that if Russians went
abroad they would spread the virus of Communism. To-
day hundreds of thousands of Russian soldiers are
trying to avoid going back to Russia. Desertion is
widespread. Nothing has impressed the Austrians more
^Accountant’s Weekly News Letter, New York: Prentice-Eeill, Inc.,
March 19^
^Accountant's Weekly News Letter, October 15, 19^5
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than the Eussian soldier's ignorance of the modern
world. Many are astonished to see electric lights
and play the switches like children. Watches and
clocks they will almost die for."
Italy's and Germany's economic success were pertinent ex-
clusively to war. They were predominantly militaristic and all ef-
forts expended were aimed to becoming aggressive.
Communism has overrun the boundaries of Russia and is the
form of government in many Eussian controlled territories both in
Europe and Asia. Poverty has given a great impetus to its grov;th for
starving people will grasp at any straw which holds any hope, no matter
hov? small it might be, of v;ork, wages, and food.
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FLAMED ECONOMY IN ^ UNITED STATES
Evolution
The seeds of planned economy in the United States were
planted with the establishment and settlement of the thirteen original
colonies. The colonies were governed by a system of regulations and
practices by means of which the parent countries managed the colonies
so as to make them contribute to the parents' wealth and power*
Spain, France, and Holland developed a definite system of
colonial control and regulation. It was a system of government mono-
poly and control which was applied to practically every department of
activity* Land was allotted in certain amoimts and cultivated with
the forced labor of the inhabitants. It involved the absolute serf-
dom of the natives who were forced to cultivate the land and work the
mines for their parent countries. Production and commerce of the
colonies were monopolized by the mother countries. To accomplish this
end, intercourse by the colonies with foreign nations was prohibited. ^
Colonization by England had the most far-reaching effects;
and under England, the rule of the colonies went through the following
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phases:
1. Complete rule by the king
2. Self-government by the colonists whose laws were
to be in accordance with English laws and subject
to veto in England
3* Complete autocro-cy which led to the Revolutionary
War
It was natural and logical that there should be congjlete
rule by the king in a colony which had Just been established and in
which the settlers had no experience in the field of government.
Therefore, in l606, when Virginia was founded, the English monarchy
created the charter and reserved for itself the ultimate Jurisdiction
over the colonial government. A specific provision in the charter for
the colonization of Virginia was that a resident council was to be
appointed which was to make ordinances which were to be in accordance
with the English law. A treasurer was appointed who was to receive the
goods sent to the colony. He was to administer the common store to which
every man’s produne should go for five years. After the resident coun-
cils v/ere abolished in 1609, a governor was appointed who had the
authority of military law, ^
The policies prevalent in Europe betv;een the sixteenth and
eighteenth centuries naturally were reflected in the policies practiced
in the colonies. This period was devoted to the development of national
power and was knov/n as the age of mercantilism. To fit into the mercan-
tile system, the colonies were to supply the raw materials for English
^Bassett, John S., A SHORT HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1939, Page ^5
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manufacturers and a market for finished goods. The colonies were re-
quired to send to England alone certain specified articles. They were
to huy their imports from the mother country and colonial manufactured
products which wo\ild provide the colonists with goods which co\ild be
bought from England were prohibited. Furthermore, carrying trade was
confined to British ships.
The policy of England toward the colonies was expressed by
Sir Francis Bernard, governor of Massachusetts, as follows: ^
The two great objectives of Great Britain in regard
to the American trade must be
1, To oblige her American subjects to take from
Great Britain only, all the manufactures and
European goods which she can supply them with
2, To regulate the foreign trade of the Americans
so that the profits thereof may finally center
in Great Britain, or be applied to the inprove-
ment of her enpire,"
The colonists enjoyed a large measure of local self-government
%
and they had become quite adept at evading England’s acts of trade.
However, after the war with France in 1763, England decided that the
colonists shoxild bear the expense of the war; and therefore, a more
vigorous policy of colonial taxation and control was embarked upon which
eventually led to the Eevolutionary V/ar. The following summarizes the
acts of England which eventually caused her to lose all control over the
colonists: 2
^Bogart and Kemmerer, Op. Git., Page 162
2Ibid, Page l8l
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1. Fur trading was prohibited to the colonists.
2. V/estward expansion was forbidden and settlement
was restricted to the seacoast,
3 . Colonists were to import from England alone.
h. By the Sugar Act of 1764, the colonists were for-
bidden to in^ort rum or spirits from foreign
countries or to trade with the French West Indies
5. The Stamp Act of 1?65 provided that taxes be paid
on legal transactions, licenses, newspapers,
pamphlets, diplomas, and playing cards, and severe
penalties v;ere inposed for any violation thereof.
6. Exorbitant tax laws were passed which inposed a
hardship on the colonists who had already been for-
bidden to trade where they pleased and to export
and import whatever they pleased.
Although the Eevolution was fought for freedom, it was not
for an unrestrained freedom which would cause hardship and suffering
on that and succeeding generations. The drafters of the Constitution
seemed to be gifted with foresight as is evidenced by the fact that
that instrument has been the medium of government for almost two cen-
turies with very little revision. It provided among many other things
a plan to make competition as effective and beneficial as possible not
by deciding what should be produced but by creating conditions favorable
to the success of private enterprise. It is our government's expression
of its concern to protect and advance the economic welfare of the people.
The Constitution v/as made elastic enough so that it could be
revised by amendments to provide for the age in which it would be operat-
ing, The following passages of the Constitution are the foundation laid
by the founders of our country on which to build for economic planning
when and if necessary:
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.alqoeq. erft 'lo ata-ilew oJts:Ofioo» sift ©oaer&e be*: tootO'iq ot ataonoo ati to
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j^iXnoeiq oiiBonoos tot blind ot doid*i ao xrin.uoo too to staXoirot erit x^
:Xi-^®s^ooe tt ixia nariw.
Article I, Section 8. ( 1 )
"The Congress shall have the pov/er to lay and collect
taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, and to pay the
debts and provide for the common defense and general
welfare of the United States; but all duties, imposts,
and excises shall be tiniform throughout the United
States*"
Article I.* Section 8. (^)
"The Congress shall have the power to regulate com-
merce with foreign nations, and among the several
States and with the Indian tribes."
Article K Section 8. (^)
"The Congress shall have the power to coin money,
regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and
fix the standard of weights and meas\ires,"
It was this Section 8 of the Constitution that the federal
government eventually had the pov;er to eliminate and/or alleviate the
discriminations suffered by farm organizations, individual shippers,
and people in areas where railroad rates v/ere burdensome. ^
Need for Legislative Control
With the gaining of independence, the United States of America
was freed from the shackles of Great Britain and her restrictions pro-
hibiting manufacturing in the colonies. Because of our rich resources,
industrial expansion was very marked; and during the nineteenth century,
was almost phenomenal. Industry began to use machines and power and en-
listed the capital and enterprise of both individuals and groups in
^Seaver, Charles H,
,
INDUSTET IN AMERICA, New York: Haiper and Brothers,
19^, Page 5^
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As a nation we made a transition from a country dwelling
and mainly agricultural people to a city dwelling and mainly manufac-
turing nation, and our technique was transformed from hand tools to
power driven machinery. In I85I Horace Bushnell speaking to a meeting
of Connecticut farmers said: ^
"This transition to water and steam power is a great
one, greater hy fax than many have yet begun to con-
ceive - one that is to carry with it a con5>lete
revolution of domestic life and manners."
Within a space of sixty years (1840-1900), innovations and
expansion in industry were experienced - similar changes which in Eng-
land spread over two centuries. Rapid progress was evidenced in the
new methods and mechanisms which were adopted almost simultaneously in
agriculture and manufacturing, in transportation and commerce, in bank-
ing and exchange. Population shifted from one occupation to another;
nev/ lands were brought under cultivation; capital was transferred from
one channel to another; canals and railroads opened up new markets.
During this period of industrial expansion, there was little
or no restriction on conpetition between enterprises. All this feverish
and unbridled conroetition v/as accompanied by an enormous waste of natural
resources, of capital, and of human resources. Many of the railroads were
built for promoters' profits and could not carry the load of the debt with
which they were saddled* Forests and mineral resources were wasted in
^Bogart and Zemmerer, Op. Cit., Page 440
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order to get quick returns. Overdevelopment of productive facilities
exceeded the capacity of them, ^
Almost to the end of the nineteenth century the prevailing
economic philosophy of the American people was one of laissez faire, of
almost unrestricted individixalism. With practically free land and
boundless national resoiirces, the economic virtues called for were
initiative, enterprise, energy, and skill to develop these resources
and to convert the land and materials into consumable wealth. As long
as there v/as eno\igh for all, little disposition was manifested to curb
the activities of the enterprisers who were building railroads, drilling
oil wells, opening mines, cutting lumber, and in many other ways build-
ing up their fortunes.
However, when the first national inventory of our natural re-
sources was made in 1909, it revealed a startling depletion of our re-
sources and a strong reaction against exploitation set in and cries were
made for regulation and control. The first protests were made after the
Civil War by the farmers who felt aggrieved by high freight rates and who
demanded public regulation of the railroads. This protest paved the way
for the Interstate Commerce Acts; and as public approval was shown, the
laissez faire philosophy was being replaced by a control policy. From
that day to this, the government has been requested to prevent economic
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IV
INDUSTRIAL PLAIRIING IN THE UNITED STATES
State Regulatory Legislation
From their beginnings the American goyemments, both state
and national, have been concerned with the economic activities of the
people, to protect and advance their economic welfare; and with this as
their objective, state governments in their respective constitutions may
control economic activities within their borders. ^
In the early days of the birth of our nation, the prevailing
philosophy was that the state government should interfere as little as
possible with the right of the individual to engage in business or
farming, to buy and sell labor and commodities on whatever terms and
conditions he may choose. But as industry expanded and became more com-
plicated in its structure, it was deemed advisable by the various states
to make use of their regulatory powers for the general welfare of the
people. Public opinion began to turn toward the removal of the most
obvious abuses of economic freedom. There was increasing pressure through
organizations of such groups as farmers, industrial labot, and new politi-
cal parties for regulatory action by state as well as national govefnment.
The increasing grov/th of combinations, trusts, and monopolies hanpered the
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fvinction of the free competitive system as a method of adequate produc-
tion and effective distribution of commodities for the satisfaction of
human wants.
The states are endowed with "police powers" to legislate
for the protection of public health, safety, and morals; and under
these powers, embrace regulatory legislation which may be classified
as follows: ^
1, Statutory requirements essential for beginning a
business - such as a corporation - which is an en-
tity created and supervised to a very strict de-
gree by the state.
Corporations , To become organized, an application for a corpor-
ate charter signed by a required number of incorporators must be filed
with a designated state officer. This application must state the name
by which the corporation is to be knovm, the nature of the business to
be conducted, the amount of authorized capital stock and nrunber and
classes of stock into which it is to be divided, names and addresses of
the original subscribers to the capital stock, and the assets paid or to
be paid to the corporation by these subscribers. ^ To prevent stock
watering, it is frequently stipulated by law that the corporation shall
not issue stock except for money, labor, or property actually received
^Dillavou and Howard, PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS LAW, New York: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 19^, Page 4?7
^Finney, H.A., PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING - INTERMEDIATE, New York: Pren-
tice-Hall, Inc., 19^6, Page 92
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equal to the amount of the par value of the stock. ^ If a state so de-
sires for the reason that a corporation has committed an ultra vires
act or for some other reason, it may revoke the charter and dissolve
the corporation.
Since the coiporation is a creation of the state, it is subject
to the supervision of the state in which it is organized and of the other
states in which it does business, sind it may not engage in any business
other than the one specified in its charter. Frequent and varied reports
are required by the states in which corporations are incorporated or in
which they are transacting business.
Earned surplus is generally available for dividends subject to
certain state limitations among which are the following: ^
a. Dividends may be paid if there are sufficient
profits before a discount on the issuance of
stock has been vnritten off.
b. Dividends can be paid in an amount equal to
the sum of the s\irplus and the depletion
provisions.
c. If losses have inpaired the capital, the pay-
ment of dividends is prohibited until the
capital is restored and a surplus is created.
d. Uo dividend can be paid if the corporation is
insolvent or if the payment of the dividend
will render it insolvent.
^Beard, Charles A., AliERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS, New York: The
Macmillan Conpany, 1939 1 Page 6^
^Finney, H.A., Op. Cit., Page 152
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The following are express powers ustially conferred hy statutes
on a corporation: ^
a. To have a corporate name
b. To own and convey property in such corporate
name for corporate purposes
c. To sue and be sued under its corporate name
d. To have a corporate seal
e. To make by-lav/s
2. Statutory requirements essential to financing a busi-
ness - It is necessary to conply with a state’s
"blue sky" laws in the financing of a business.
A corporation’s outstanding stock may not be more than the
amount authorized by the charter. Several states forbid the sale of
stocks and bonds that have not been approved by state authorities. A
corporation desiring to increase the amotuit of its authorized capital
stock must receive approval for the amending of its charter accordingly.
A corporation desiring to do business in states other than the one in
which it is incorporated must usually obtain licenses from such states
and pay franchise taxes to those states.
3# Statutory requirements essential to locating a
business and concerning operation of a plant
a. Standards of safety and sanitation - The
saifety, health, and comfort of all per-
sons employed in mines, factories, and
other industries are covered by a great
variety of state laws. Some of the
^Babb and Martin, OUTLIUE OF BUSINESS LAW, New York: Barnes and Noble,
Inc., 19^, Page 281
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limitations placed upon industry in this re-
gard are as follows: ^
(1) Factories and workshops must be ven-
tilated.
(2) Dangerous machinery must be safe-
guarded.
(3) Penalties are placed upon employers
using unsafe and in5>roper scaffolds,
ladders, and mechanical devices in
building work,
(^) Fire escapes must be provided for
factories over a specified height.
(5) Certain standards of cleanliness
must be observed in bakeries
(6) Proper sanitary facilities must be
installed in factories and mercan-
tile establishments,
b. Hours of en5>loyment and workmen's coiiqpensation -
These topics are discussed in the chapter on
labor.
4. Statutory requirements involved in advertising and mar-
keting a product.
Most of the states regulate the nature and character of adver-
tising, set standards of quality and quantity of commodities manufac-
2tured and sold, and require registration of all trade marks,
5* Statutory licensing requirements.
Personal services and professional and business activities are
regulated and controlled by legislative requirements which have for their
^Ibid, Page 653
^Dillavou and Howard, Op. Cit., Page ^79
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pxirpose the protection of the public against incompetent and unprofes-
sional conduct.
The state regulations mentioned in the preceding section are
regxilations in general and do not apply to all states. Each state makes
its own intrastate lav/s and those residing therein are boTind to abide by
these laws.
Federal Regulatory Legislation
In the industrial field, while the state provides regulatory
legislation for intrastate activities, the federal government embraces
the entire nation with its interstate controls. To preserve the com-
petitive system and to eliminate the abuses which resulted from a too
literal and liberal interpretation of ’’laissez faire” and to direct the
acximen and initiative of private enterprise into constructive channels
for the welfare of the nation as a whole, the federal government found it
necessary to enact various regulatory laws.
In 1890 the Sherman Anti-Trust Act v;as passed which provided
that ” every contract, combination in the form of a trust or otherwise,
or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several states
or with foreign nations" is illegal, ^ This act has for its purpose the
preservation and maintenance of free competition in interstate commerce
by thwarting monopolistic control of large corporations. Since the act
does not apply until monopolies are actually in operation, it cannot
^Babb and Martin, Op. Cit,, Page 355
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effectively reach unfair trade practices which produce combinations and
monopolies in restraint of trade. In order to define more definitely
what unfair competitive acts are in restraint of trade and to regulate
xmfair trade practices. Congress passed the Clayton Act in 191^.
^
The Clayton Act dealt with four major practices which operated
to curtail coa5)etition: ^
1, Price discriminations v;ere declared illegal
when they operated either directly or in-
directly substantially to lessen coinpetition.
Price variations were permitted for differ-
ences in quantities, quality, or cost of
handling orders.
2. Restrictive sales and leases, known as tying
contracts, v;ere forbidden. This struck at
large concerns which made price concessions
to dealers who agreed not to handle con5>eting
lines.
3. A halt was called on the combination of com-
peting concerns by means of holding companies.
These con5)anies v/ere forbidden to acquire stock
of enterprises where the effect of the acquisi-
tion would be to lessen con^jetition substantially.
4, A curb was placed on interlocking directorates.
By having the same persons serve as directors of
numerous large enterprises in the same line of
business, a "uniformity of policy often developed
among the enterprises which served to in^jair
coDopetition, The Act restricted the number of
large enterprises of a competitive or similar
nature in which an individual could serve as
director. It recognized the fact that banks in
financing industries on a large scale may con-
trol their management and so stipulated that no
person may serve as a director, officer, or em-
ployee of more than one bank organised under the
^Dillavou and Howard, Op, Cit., Page 481
^Frain, H, LaEue, ECONOMICS, Boston; Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1937,
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law of the United States and having above
$5,000,000.00 in capital, surpluses, and \xn-
divided profits.
Along with the Clayton Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act
was passed in 191^« This Act provides for an agency in the form of the
Federal Trade Commission which v:as given comprehensive pov/ers of in-
vestigation and the authority to call upon businessmen to produce records
of all sorts and to give testimony when required. The Commission v;as
authorized to investigate the practices of any corporation guilty or al-
leged to be guilty of violating the anti-trust lav/s (Sherman Act and
Clayton Act)i, It was also permitted to investigate the way in which a
corporation was carrying out the decree of a court in an anti-trust case.
It was the duty of the Federal Trade Commission to prevent unfair methods
of conpetition. ^
By the Wheeler-Lea amendment to the Clayton Act in 1938*
Federal Trade Commission may apply for preliminary injunction to stop
false advertising of injurious drugs, food, devices or cosmetics, thus
protecting the public pending the final disposition of the case by the
courts. ^
In 1936 Congress passed the Eobinson Patman Anti-Price-
Discrimination Act which amended the Clayton Act and which declared it
unlawful for a seller to discriminate in price between different purchasers
^Fairchild, Furniss, and Buck, Op. Cit., Page 564
^Babb and Martin, Op. Cit., Page 357
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of commodities of like grade and quality. This Act provided for the
following: ^
1. Permissihle price differentials. The Act does
not prevent price differences if the differences
are due to the cost of manufacture, sale, or de-
livery resulting from different methods used in
manufacture' or delivery, or from the quantities
in which such commodities are sold or delivered.
The Federal Trade Commission may, after investiga-
tion and hearing "fix and esta'blish quantity
limits and revise the same if necessary, where
available purchasers in greater quantities are
so few as to render differentials unjustly, dis-
criminatory, or promotive of monopoly."
2. Selection of customers. Persons engaged in sell-
ing goods, wares, and merchandise are not pre-
,
vented from selecting their own customers in
bona fide transactions not in restraint of trade.
3. Lawful price changes. Price changes are per-
mitted "from time to time, where in response to
changing conditions affecting the market for or
the marketability of the goods concerned, such
as, but not limited to actual or imminent de-
terioration of perishable goods, obsolescence of
seasonal goods, distress sales under court pro-
cess, or sales in good faith in discontinuance
of business in the goods concerned." This sec-
tion does not limit price changes to the situa-
tion enumerated "such as" perishable goods, and
so forth, but to other "changing conditions af-
fecting the market," which conditions cannot be
predicted by legislation.
4. Brokerage fees, allowances, discotmts. "It shall
be unlawful for any person .... to pay or
grant, to receive or accept anything of value as
a commission, borkerage, or other con5>ensation,
or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof,
except for services rendered in connection v;ith
the sale or piirchase of goods, wares, or merchan-
dise, either to the other party
. ... to an
agent, representative, or intermediary.
^illavou and Howard, Op, Cit., Page 482 ff
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Tliat it shall be \inlawful for any person ....
to pay or contract for payment • . . • anything of
value to or for the benefit of a customer as com-
pensation for services or facilities .... un-
less such payment or consideration is available
on proportional equal terms, to all other customers
conpeting in the distribution of such products or
commodities*
"That it shall be unlawful to discriminate in favor
of one purchaser against another of a commodity
bought for resale by furnishing services or facili-
ties connected with processing upon terms not ac-
corded to all purchasers on proportionately equal
terms,"
5* Inducing price discrimination. "That it shall be
unlawful for any person knowingly to induce or re-
ceive any discrimination in price .... or to
assist in any transaction • • • . which discrimin-
ates to his knowledge against conipetitors of the
purchaser,"
6. Enforcement of the act. Violations of the act are
subject to cease and desist orders issued by the
Federal Trade Commission, to a suit in equity for
an injunction by the United States Government, to
a suit for simple damages or statutory triple
damages by any person Injured, or to an injunction.
I Cf '-J •( ' !c' X.‘-*rt;£xa? ao ^ L Jc tl
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V
CONSERVATION AND AGRICULTURAL PLANNING
"While natural resources can exist without man, he cannot
exist without them. They are essential for his life and necessary
to his enjoyment of it. The pressure which increasing pop\ilation and
higher standards of living impose on natural resources can be relieved
in part by the manner in which the resources are used. The extent to
which the pressure can be relieved, and the tendency to diminishing
returns offset, depends upon the in^irovements in the methods of using
the reso^lrces, How far these in^rovements will go only time will dis-
close, but upon them the future prosperity of mankind depends," ^
America was, when discovered, a continent of rich resources
in an unused condition. The settlers in this land founded a govern-
ment which pursued the policy of getting its public domain into pri-
vate hands as quickly as possible. This policy is reflected in the
following laws and practices: ^
1, Public land sales, 1776-1820 - Sale of lands
to private buyers
2, Pre-eii5)tion Law, 1820 - Confirmation of
squatters* sovereignty over the public lands
which they had occupied upon payment of
$1,25 per acre
^Frain, H, LaRue, Op, Cit., Page 297
^Renner, George T., CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES, New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc,, 19^2, Page 13
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3* Homestead Law, 1862 - l60 acres of public land
given away practically free to each settler
4. Timber Culture Act, 18?3 - l60 acres given
away free and an additional 160 acres also if
ten acres of trees were planted
5. Desert Land Act, 188? - Size of the free home-
stead enlarged to 320 acres provided a part
was irrigated
6. Homestead Act, 1910 - Size of free homestead
enlarged to 320 acres without any conditions
attached
The public domain originally consisted of approximately
1,800,000,000 acres* By 1930, only 39/^ of the public domain remained
in federal control* The remaining 6l^ was disposed of as follows: ^
Cash sales 25S6
Homestead Acts 16
Grants to railroad companies 8
Gifts to states 11




This natural resource policy of ovir forefathers proved very
wasteful in economic terms* The free market system does not allow
for the conservation of capital in the form of natural resources* Be-
cause of coa5)etitive conditions Irunber coinpanies look upon a forest
as a mine; mine companies head for the richest veins with no considera-
tion for the violations of sound engineering practice* By the default
of private enterprise the task of conservation has passed and will
continue to pass to the government* Private enterprise has had little
^Ibid, Page 14
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or no plans except a maximum of pecuniary return. The waste of natural
resources reached a point where planning and foresight hecame mandatory,
especially when the time elements in replacement of such natural re-
sources were determined and which are as follows: ^
Grass can he replaced sometimes v/ithin a year,
hut in the Dust Bowl not for many years.
Forests can he replaced in from 20 to 200 years
depending on the species of trees planted.
Waters, Artesian hasins may sometimes he re-
filled in a few years if pumping is stopped,
hut most hasins, lakes, rivers, and ponds, when
they have run low or dry, wait for their re-
placement on the forest cycle.
Soils. Replacement hy natural means requires
centuries to thousands of years.
Metals once mined can never he replaced.
Fuels once used are gone forever as men measure
time. Geologic processes might conceivably re-
place them.
After an orgy of waste, America was forced to face its
record of depletion in its natural resources which presented the fol-
plowing picture;
Timber 8(y^ cut (See Figure l)
Petroleum 67/^ depleted
Lead and zinc 65^ depleted
Copper 51^ depleted
Iron ore 40^ depleted
Anthracite 35^ depleted
Cultivable land 10^ ruined beyond repair
^Chase, Stuart, RICH LARD, POOR LARD, New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1936, Page 249
^Renner, George T., Op. Cit., Page 17
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It was not until 1891 that Congress authorized the setting
aside and withholding from sale public lands with timber and under-
brush, ^ However, the actual period of conservation began under the
leadership of Theodore fioosevelt. Under his administration, provi-
sion was made for reserving to the federal government all rights to
resources beneath the soil when arable lands were given away or sold.
Water power sites were withdrawn from sale and arrangements were made
for leasing them on a rental basis. In 1911 the government began to
buy lands for reforestation in the East and the West, ^ Altogether
234,000,000 acres of land were saved from further e3tploitation, 3
In 1933 with the election of Franklin D, Roosevelt and with
the impetus of the depression, the conservation program made more
progress in three years than it had in the preceding thirty years.
From March 1933 more than 100 Congressional Acts and Executive
Orders bearing on conservation were passed, the following of which are
a random sampling of the whole: ^
^Bassett, John S., Op, Cit,, Page 3O8
^Beard, Charles S., Op, Cit., Page 321
3chase, Stuart, Op, Cit., Page 299
^Ibid, Page 302
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March 1933* An act to relieve \xnemployment through
useful public work, including forestation, preven-
tion of flood and soil erosion, fire lanes and
forest research
May 1933» The act creating the Tennessee Valley
Authority
June 1933 . N.I.H.A. , including a public-works pro-
gram for the conservation and development of natu-
ral resources
July 193^* Conservation of potash deposits
February 1935* Act to conserve petroleum deposits
April 1935* Resettlement Administration estab-
lished, including work on erosion, pollution,
forestry, and flood control
Water , Without water, soil could not be formed and plants
and animals could not exist. Water is needed for domestic purposes,
irrigation, water power, navigation, and production of electricity.
Water for domestic purposes is under the Jurisdiction of the
municipalities which supply water from springs, streams, reservoirs, and
artesian wells. To render the water free from disease germs, it is
ustially treated with chlorine or alum.
Water for irrigation purposes is discussed further on in the
chapter.
In 1920 Congress passed the Federal Water Power Act which cre-
ated a Federal Power Commission charged with the duty of developing well-
balanced plans for the utilization of all waters affecting navigation or
waters passing through public lands. To insure public conformity with
the plans v/hich it adopted, a system of coa5>ulsory licensing has been
inaugurated. Before any organization can erect a hydro-electric plant
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on a site coming within the scope of the Act, it must secure a license.
Licenses are issued for definite terms up to fifty years on the condition
that the site is developed within a fixed time and the right of the
government to recover possession is specifically reserved. However,
this Adt, which gave the government control over the licensing and con-
struction of power plants on public domain and along navigable streams,
could not cope with the enormous growth of private coii5)anies engaged
in interstate transmission of electric power. By 1930 ^4e country was
covered by gigantic electrical companies owning and operating plants
in many localities. This great development was acconpanied by acts
that created public resentment against high rates and the issue of stocks
and bonds that v/ere worthless or of little value. Public agitation for
the regulation of electric power holding conpanies and thd interstate
operations of such concerns grew. This agitation resulted in the
Vnieeler-Rayburp Holding Conpany Act in 1935 • It vests in the Federal
Pov;er Commission the right to regulate rates, facilities, and the is-
sue of securities of concerns engaged in the interstate transmission
of electrical power. ^
In 1933 blu act was passed by Congress which created a public
corporation knovm as the Tennessee Valley Authority. This Authority
was empowered to build dams, power houses, and transmission lines and
to produce and sell electricity directly or through private contractors
to private persons and concerns, states, counties and municipalities.
^Beard, Charles A., Op. Cit., Page 326
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In 1935 Congress increased the power of the act so that the Tennessee
Talley Authority was authorized to lend money to state and local bodies
for the purpose of acquiring facilities for electrical distribution.
One purpose of this project v;as to provide electric power and discover
fair rates for electricity. ^
In 1928 Congress passed a bill authorizing the building of
a huge dam at Boulder Canyon for utilizing the power of the Colorado
River to supply current to both public and private companies. The re-
sponsibility for the operation of the Boixlder Canyon Act of 1928 rests
with the Secretary of the Interior. Subject to the approval of the
states concerned - Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah, Wyoming - he was authorized to construct , operate and maintain
a dam at Black Canyon on the Colorado River. The water so empounded
he may en5>loy for irrigation, domestic uses, and the generation of
p
electricity.
Along with government controls and regulation, other factors
have also contributed to the conservation of our natural resources.
Improved extraction methods of our mineral resources have prevented
waste that occurs in their production, Henry L. Doherty, a member of
the American Petroleum Institute, was one of the first to recognize
the waste in the production of oil. He indicated that there was a sense-
less duplication of drilling and loss of reservoir energy. This was due
^Ibid, Page 329
2 Ibid, Page 330
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to the fact that oil is propelled to the surface hy gas pressure and
the more wells drilled, the more leaks there woxild be through which to
lose this natural pusher* Some oil compajiies recognized the logic of
this reasoning and where control was not too much divided, they made an
attempt at unit production, thereby eliminating duplication of drilling*
From this experiment waste of natural gas was reduced from over 100 bil-
lion cubic feet to less than 3 billion with resulting gains in the amount
of oil available for natural flow. Where control was not centralized,
state enforced curtailment of production was requested; and from 1935
on, regulation by states has been having some effect* ^
Our chemical age has ushered in an era of synthetics and sub-
stitutes which has eased the load on our natural resources and has abetted
the conservation program* Today scientists have concocted in their test
tubes synthetics of all kinds - rubber, fabrics, and a multitude of resins
that gave rise to the plastics industry* Plastics have been used as
substitutes for and oftentimes are better than lumber and iron products*
A striking example of this is their widespread use in the airplane con-
struction industry*
As an immediate result of the conservation program, 30,000,000
acres of coal lands are to remain the permanent property of the people
of the United States, Also 5,000,000 acres of oil lands and 4,000,000
acres of oil shale lands, 2,000,000 acres of phosphate lands and 9,000,000
acres of potash deposits have been retained permanently by the federal
^Phelps, M. B., MY COUNTRY 'TIS OF THEE, New York: The Macmilleji Company,
1940, Pages 256, 257
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government*^
The Civilian Conservation Corps of the Franklin D. Roosevelt
administration built roads, trails, fire lanes and bridges, and cleaned
up fire hazards in the forests and planted many millions of trees*
It has been proved that without govenament intervention, a
tragic waste of our natural resources results* Even with government
planning, progress has been slow* A discussion of the conservation of
our mineral resources has been omitted for just this reason as nothing
substantial has been accomplished as yet* However, a beginning has been
made and with the cooperation of the people, much will bo aooomplished*
In the words of Stuart Chase, this is aptly expressed as follows:^
"The rescue squad is hard at work on a score of fronts,
federal, regional, state and local* It can justly be
criticized for lack of coordination, for overlapping
services here and there, for certain plans based on
inadequate factual surveys, for many examples of inef-
ficiency* But one consideration stands head and
shoulders above the need for consolidation and better
executive detail* The administration at Washington
has accepted the fact that America is no longer adoles-
cent - booming and boosting its way into an incredible
future where growth curves never level off* It ac-
cepts maturity - is done with the concept of infinity*
It believes that the time has ccaae to replenish the
physical assets of a continent worn and ravaged by
centuries of adolescent carelessness and misuse* It
is acting on that belief with a billion dollars and a
million men*
"No more exciting and rewarding work is going on any-
where in America* I speak of all the forces of
^Ibid, Page UO
^Chase, Stuart, Op* Git., Page 317
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conservation, administration or nonadministration.
These services are fighting for our homeland, attack-
ing enemies as destructive as invading armies from
beyond the seas. They are the Land Guard, Whether
they have yet halted the progressive deterioration of
three centuries, I cannot say; I can merely affirm that
they are the right means and the only means to do so.
Those who would stop this work do so at their peril.
The account will be settled, not by men, by political
administrations or by laws and speeches, but by nature,'*
Closely allied to and actually a part of the conservation prob-
lem is that of the farmer. The soil is the source of the livelihood of
the farmer, but through the lust for quick wealth and lack of knowledge
on how to preserve the necessary nutrients of the soil, erosion has
developed on a large scale.
Man-made erosion is the greatest enemy of our soil for it
destroys the soil for man's use. Yet with proper guidance the stricken
land can be made to serve man. The Soil Conservation Service has
taught farmers how the right techniques can renew the life of a region
even as bad as the Dust Bowl, Because of the practice of contour plow-
ing, farmers in the Texas Panhandle predicted a yield of from 15 to 25
million bushels of wheat in 1939 whereas in 1935 before the adoption of
contour plowing the maximum yield was only 4 million bushels, ^
Another federal aid to preserving and utilizing our soil re-
sources has been the reclamation program of the United States, Congress
through the passing of the Reclamation Act in 1902 authorized the
YORK TIMES, June 25, 1939, "Life Renewed in Dust Bowl** by
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Secretary of the Interior to begin irrigation projects out of the pro-
ceeds of sales of public lands in arid areas* By the beginning of
1936 the following federal dams were being contemplated, were in the
process of completion or were completed: ^
Dam Contemplated In Process Completed Cost
Grand Coulee, Wash. X $180 000 000.00
Boulder, Ariz.-Kev. X 125 000 000.00
Friant, California X 15 000 000.00
Kennett, California X 75 000 000.00
Keswick, Cstlifornia X 7 000 000.00
Seminoe, Wyoming X 8 500 000.00
Eoosevelt, Arizona X 3 890 000.00
Fort Peck, Montana X 86 000 000.00
Shoshone, Wyoming X 1 500 000.00
Owyhee, Oregon X 5 400 000.00
Arrow Rock, Idaho X 4 300 000.00
Elephant Butte, N.M. X 4 100 000.00
Pathfinder, Idaho X 1 800 000.00
Aleova, Wyoming X 3 339 000.00
Tie ton, Washington X 3 756 000,00
McKay, Oregon X 3 124 000.00
Beliefourche, S.D. X 1 230 000.00
Alamagorda, N.M, X 3 4^5 000.00
Taylor Park, Col, X 2 000 000.00
For the purpose of maintaining and increasing farm production,
the Morrill Act was passed in 1862. This Act established in each state
a land grant college to teach "such branches of learning as are related
to agricultural and mechanical arts." For these institutions each state
was given a grant of '^0^000 acres of public land for each senator and
representative in Congress. It was soon discovered tha.t formal education
alone did not make successful farmers, so in 188? Congress provided for
the establishment of agricultural experimental stations. By them science
^NEW TOEK TIMES, February 23, 1936
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was applied to agricultural problems, experiments were carried on and
the results disseminated among the farmers. ^
In addition to disseminating knowledge among farmers, the
government supplements its work through the Federal Trade Commission
activities in research and the distribution of information by regulat-
ing vital agricultxiral supplies. Congressional statutes forbid the im-
ports of all interstate traffic in unsound and adulterated seeds. Simi-
lar protection is afforded to the raiser of livestock for national
legislation forbids the adulteration and misbranding of animal feed, ^
For the purpose of controlling production, facilitating mar-
ket operations and bringing agricultural prices more closely in line
with the prices of manufactured products, several measures were adopted
by the federal government.
Since 1900, the credit problem of the American farmer has be-
come pressing as a result of rising land values and the increased in-
tensity of cultivation which required large amounts of working cfipital.
The farmer, to meet his financial needs, had to use the capital he owned
or borrow at high rates of interest, sometimes as higja as 1C to 15^* ^
The first iaportant attempt to inprove farmers' credit facili-
ties was made in 1916 with the establishment of twelve federal land
^Bogart and Kemmerer, Op, Cit,, Page 52^
^Beard, Charles A., Op. Cit,, Page 379
3Baird, Frieda and Benner, Claude, FEDERAL INTERMEDIATE CREDITS, 1933
Page 22
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banks which v;ere designed to provide money for farmers on mortgages at
low rates of interest, ^
In 1933 the government organized the Commodity Credit
Corporation to assist the farmer in his unique plight. As farm in-
come decreased, land values fell and failures of banks holding farm
mortgages as assets resulted. (Figure 2) The Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion was established to remedy this situation. It was authorized to
make loans to agricultural producers against commodities in storage, ^
At the time the United States entered VJorld War II, the Commodity
Credit Corporation had made the following commodity loans and purchases: ^









Total $2 996 000 000,00
The crop control features (discussed later) of the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act were to safeguard the Commodity Credit Corporation
operations by holding production in check v;hen reserve stocks became
^Thomas, Rollin G,
,
MODEEIT BAHKIITG, New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc,,
19^, Page
2 Ibid, Page 450
^AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, U.S. Department of Agricrilture, Washington, D.C.,
1942, Page 732
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too large. However, the Commodity Credit Corporation had accumulated
excessively large stocks as loan collateral and was in a critical posi-







and Purchases - 1933'
Cotton, million bales 112 22
Wheat, million bushels 6 648 879
Corn, million bushels 20 620 1 029
Tobacco, million lbs. 12 442 647
Rye, million bushels 353 8
Barley, million bushels 2 121 24
However, the demands of the war created a demand for the stock held by the
Commodity Credit Corporation and in this way they were utilized.
The various banks and credit institutions created under earlier
legislation were brought together under the Farm Credit Administration in
1933 which was created for the purpose of providing agriculture with a
complete and coordinated system of credit. It made available to farmers
long-term mortgage loans and short-term credit and intermittent credit
facilities for farmers’ cooperative purchasing, marketing, and business
service organizations, ^
Congress recognized the importance of market for farmers and
so enacted many statutes designed to curb speculation on produce exchanges.
Among the market practices from which abuses arose was that of making
contracts to buy and sell goods at a given price on some date fixed in the
^Ibid, Page 733
^Bogart and Kemmerer, Op, Cit., Pa^e 699
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future. The first attempt of the federal government to control "futures"
was in connection with cotton. In I916 Congress passed the Cotton
Putxires Act which levied an internal revenue tax of two per cent a pound
on all contracts for the delivery of cotton at a future date. This law
was passed to insure fairness in trading, ^
In 1922 the Grain Futures Act was passed which declared
that "transactions in grain involving the sale thereof for future de-
livery , , , are affected with a national public interest" and placed all
such transactions tinder federal control. This measure was amended and ex-
panded in 1936 by the Commodity Exchange Act, This act created the
Commodity Exchange Commission and gave it power over all exchanges trad-
ing in wheat, cotton, rice, corn, oats, barley, butter, eggs, and Irish
potatoes. The Act v;as designed to stop speculation in produce, to pre-
vent unfair practices on exchanges, and to assure to farmers markets con-
trolled by supply and demand, ^
Because it was common practice for unscrupulous commercial
merchants to make false returns relative to the condition in which perish-
able commodities reached their destination. Congress passed in 1927 the
Produce Agency Act which forbids dealers, in their capacity as agents, to
throw away, without just cause, perishable goods received from other states
or to make false statements relative to the condition of such commodities on
^Beard, Charles A,, Op, Cit,, Page 3^3
^Ibid, Page 384
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arrival. Producers believing themselves defrauded may now secure an in-
vestigation by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. ^
In 1930 ^^6 Agricultural Commodities Act was passed which
provided that no person can carry on a business as commercial merchant,
dealer, or broker in perishable agriciiltural commodities entering inter-
state and foreign commerce v/ithout a license issued by the Secretary of
Agriculture. Any party aggrieved by alleged \infair practices may apply
to the Secretary for relief and damages. ^
To meet the increasing exigencies of the farm pop^llation of
the United States, in 1929 Herbert Hoover provided special public works
projects in drought areas, set up emergency-loan funds and passed the Agricul-
tural Marketing Act. The aims of these measures were to strengthen the
bargaining power of the farmers through cooperative marketing associations,
and by urging farmers to curtail production and setting up government
machinery to get rid of surpluses. However, once the surpluses v/ere
bought by the Federal Farm Board, there was no way of disposing of them
and in 1932, this practice was abolished. 3 These measures to aid the farmer
were a tragic failure. (Figure 3 )
It is a difficult sit\xation for the farmer to control the
price of his product as each product ie grown by thousands of individuals
^Beard, Charles A., Op. Cit., Page 385
2lbid, Page 386
3phelps, M. B., Op. Cit., Page 90
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scattered throughout the country. When demand shrinks on account of
lower purchasing power among consumers, price for farm products zoom
downward to a far greater extent than prices on non-agricultural
products, (Figure 4 )
The severe disparity that existed between prices of agricul
tural and other commodities was destroying purchasing power of farmers
for industrial products and in^airing agricultural assets sTq)porting
national credit structure.
The following table of the farmer's decreasing share in an
increasing national income is a striking proof that an immediate
measiire to aid the farmers was needed, ^
Estimated National ^ of
Tear Income in Million $ Farm Income in Million $ Farm Income
1919 65 949 16 935 25.7
1920 73 999 13 566 18,4
1921 63 371 8 927 14,0
1922 65 925 9 944 14,2
1923 74 337 11 041 14,8
1924 77 135 11 337 14,6
1925 81 931 11 968 14,6
1926 84 238 11 480 13.7
1927 87 276 11 616 13.3
1928 88 283 11 741 13.3
1929 91 405 11 918 13.0
1930 81 295 9 414 11.3
1931 67 000 6 911 10.3
1932 52 500 5 143 9.7
This was the condition that encountered Franklin D, Roosevelt
in 1932 when he went into office. Returns to the farmers were so low
^Mordecai, E, and Bean, L, H,, ECONOMIC BASES FOR THE A,A,A,, U.S. De-
partment of Agricult\ire, Washington, D.C,, 1933 1 Page 6
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that occasionally peaches, grapes, hay and corn could not command a
price eq\ial to shipping costs, and farmers were billed for the privi-
lege of giving away their goods. Gross farm income was only five bil-
lion dollars in 1932. ^
Facing the immediate problem of destructive surpluses and in-
tolerable price disparity, New Dealers at once undertook nation-wide
production control of wheat, cotton, corn, hogs, and tobacco. With the
passage of the Agricult\iral Adjustment Act in 1933, farmers v;ere paid
to plow ten million acres of cotton and to slaughter several million
baby piga. It was primarily the purpose of this act to regulate
acreage through a system of acreage allotments, entailing the estab-
lishing of acreage limits for each farm growing the crop. Acreage al-
lotments have been used for the following purposes; ^
1. To curtail production and thus raise farm prices
and income
2. To reduce misuse of the soil
3. To serve as a basis of making government payments
to farmers for participation in the program
The acreage goals were set each year by the Agricultural Ad-
justment Act based upon carry-overs, prospective demand, and parity
price. The national total was broken down into state totals which were
then allotted to individual farms on the basis of their crop history,
^Phelps, M. B., Op. Git., Page 91
^Schultz, Theodore W., AGRICULTURE IN AN UNSTABLE ECONOMY, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., Page l67
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Participants in this program shared in the following benefits:
1, Direct benefits consisting of
a. Agricixltnral Adjustment Act payments
b. Crop Loans
c. Reduced prices for fertilizer
d* Participation in crop-insurance program
2, Indirect benefits
a. Higher prices through curtailed output
b. Participation in a storage program to re-
duce price and production instability
caused by varying crop yields
c* Soil conservation by reducing production
of erosive crops - corn, cotton, tobacco,
and wheat
Up to 1936 » til© Agricultural Adjustment Act operated on
revenue obtained from taxes applied to processing conpanies and it
made individual contracts with farmers in which it specified the ob-
ligations of the participating farmer and of the government. Emphasis
was laid on reducing production so that it could coincide with the re-
duced demand occasioned by the depressed domestic market. However,
in 1936 the Act was held to be unconstitutional by the Supreme Court
for the following reasons:
1, The so-called tax was not a true tax as the pro-
ceeds were earmarked for the benefit of farmers com-
plying with the prescribed conditions.
2, There was an attenpt to regulate production without
^Ibid, Page l6?
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the consent of the state in which production was
affected.
3 . The payments to farmers were coupled with coer-
cive contracts, unlawful in their aims, and op-
pressive in their consequences, ^
Congress pron5>tly replaced the Agricult;iral Adjustment Act
by the 1936 Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act \mder which
acreage was to be controlled indirectly by taking sick land out of
production for restorative treatment. Benefit payments were offered
to those who would practice contour plowing, terracing, fertilizing,
replacement of robber crops by soil-building legumes or pasture cover,
a discussion of which is presented earlier in this chapter.
The table below ^ shows what happened to production of the










Corn 111.0 89.0 22,0 19.8
Wheat 67.2 58.7 8.5 12.5
Cotton 38.6 23.8 14.8 38.3
Tobacco 1.4
Total 218.5 172.9 45.6 20.8
But although acreage was reduced, crop production increased
as shown by the following table, ^
^Babb and Martin, Op, Cit,, Page 3^9
^Schultz, Theodore V/., Op. Cit., Page I7I
3lbld, Page 180
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From the above table, it seems clear that the Agricultural Adjustment
Act has been ineffective in regulating production but the Agricultural
Adjustment Act program did hasten the adoption of better agricTiltural
techniques.
Progress in agricultural adjustment has been slov/ but real
advances through government intervention have resulted. Gross farm
income has increased nearly one billion dollars annually from 1934 to
1936 and was over nine and a half billion dollars by 1937 • The New
Deal program made contributions of lasting effect in improving facili-
ties for farm credit. Its Soil Conservation program has restored mil-
lions of acres of "useless" soil, ^
But a great deal more remains to be done. The war temporarily
eliminated the farm problem but with the cessation of hostilities, the
government is again confronted with the problem. When agricultural pro-
duction in war-ravaged countries recovers and food requirements for mili-
tary and relief uses decline, the demand for food will contract and farm
prices will start their downward course. This phase of the problem has
already been experienced to a slight degree and support prices already
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authorized by Congress have come into play. Through the support-price
program, Congress has made mandatory the support of the farm prices of
cotton, wheat, corn, tobacco, rice, peanuts, dry peas and beans, soy
beans, flaxseed, hogs, eggs, chickens, turkeys, milk, butterfat, and
potatoes at 90^ of parity; cotton, at 92,55^ of parity, which means the
price that will give the farmer 90/^ (92.5^ iii the case of cotton) of
the purchasing power that most of them had from 1909 to 191^. ^
These loans must be continued for at least two years after the cessa-
tion of hostilities - January 1, 19^ (Steagall amendment). The pur-
pose of support prices is to protect farm income and act as a guide
for farm production. ^ But the Steagall amendment made no specific
provision for restrictions on production. The actual effect has been
to increase production above the record wartime levels as is seen by
the experience with the 19^5-19^ potato crops.
After V-J day, the government started buying potatoes and
disposed of them through standard channels - relief, livestock feed,
by-product use and exports. For 19^ the Department of Agriculture
recommended smaller acreage to prevent a large surplus of potatoes. The
acreage went down by more than 100,000 acres;
;
but high-yield areas, good
weather, fertilizers, and iinproved practices resulted in an average
^U, S. NEWS, "New Aid Ahead for Farmers: U, S. Answer to Falling
Prices," Page 44, January 10, 1947
^Schultz, Theodore W,, Op, Cit,, Page 266
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yield of 184 "bushels per acre conpared with a previous record high of
155 bushels. In 1946 the coxintry harvested a record crop of 475,000,000
bushels. The government was not prepared to cope with an excess of100.000.
000 bushels; and in January 194?, it authorized farmers to dun^)20.000.
000 bushels of low-grade and deteriorating potatoes stored xmder
government loan. As a result the government’s net loss from potato
price supports in 1946 v/ill be about $80,000,000.00, For 194?, the
Department of Agriciilture has announced that only those producers who
stay within their individual acreage allotments will be eligible for
government price support, ^
It is expected ths.t 1947 will see record crops of com, cot-
ton, wheat, tobacco, poultry, eggs, and vegetables, and also a drop
in foreign demand. This will mean that government loans will have to be
extended to a long list of crop prices.
Commodity loans for farmers are "heads I win, tails you lose"
proposition. The farmers get the loan so that they will not have to
sell their crops at market prices. If the price advances, the farmer
sells his crops, repays his loan and pockets the profit. If the price
falls or fails to advance, he keeps the loan and the government gets
the crops which cannot be sold below the support price, ^
It is predicted that the cost of government commitments to
^BUSINESS Y/EEK, Febniary 1, 1947, "Farm Law Put Off"
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support prices may require between ^
1947 - $500,000,000.00 and $1,000,000,000.00
19^ - $2,000,000,000.00
Improved farm techniques will call for fewer workers in agricul-
ture but farm population continues higher than in any other major occu-
pational grorq) and in excess of that required to supply agriculture with
labor. To alleviate this problem, non-eigricultural industries will have
to e^^and at a more rapid pace than agriculture. The "National Agrictil-
tural Outlook" developed since 1923 has brought economic information to
farmers. Under a similar proced^ure, information about industrial Job op-
portunities could be provided by analyzing the labor situation in various
localities and to bring workers into contact with jobs. ^ Federal grants
and aids to cover migrating expenses are also needed to facilitate the
movement of workers out of the more overpopulated and distressed farming
areas
•
Social security legislation, from which farm enq)loyees have
been up to the present time exempted, v/ill have to be amended to provide
for the future security of this grotap.
Through government intervention a great deal has been accom-
plished and it remains to be seen to what extent additional progressive
insteps can be made through a continued policy of planning.
^Ibid, Page 48
2
Schultz, Theodore W., Op. Cit., Page 205
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Labor problems which confronted the United States are responsi-
ble for the ever-growing important part that the government plays in the
control of labor today. Some of the problems which gave birth to labor
legislation are as follows: ^
1. Unemployment
2. Substandard wage rates
3. Abuses in child and woman labor
4. Industrial accidents
5. Excessively long working day
The passage of some of the earliest regulations strikingly de-
picts the need for such legislation which proved to be an expression of
economic conditions, economic theory and social philosophy. In 1842,
Massachusetts and Connecticut enacted laws limiting labor of children
under twelve to ten hours per day in manufacttiring establishments.
Pennsylvania, in 1842, forbade the en5)loyment in manufacturing plants
of children under twelve. In 184?, New Han3)shire prescribed a ten-ho\ir
day for women. ^
The twentieth century witnessed the real development of labor
legislation in the United States. Today, business enterprises must work
^Ov;en, W. V., LABOR-MANAGEI'ISNT ECONOMICS, New York: The Ronald Press
Company, 1946, Page 63
^Koontz, Harold D,, GOVERNIffiNT CONTROL OP BUSINESS, New York: HoTighton-
Mifflin Cocpany, 1941, Page 668
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hand-in-hand with the government in their relations with labor. The
employer today must take note of the hours for v/hich he enploys workers,
conditions under v/hich they work and wages paid. He must provide for
workmen's compensation and insurajace against occupational disease,
old age, and onenployment. The Federal Unenployment Insiirance Act ap-
plies only to enployers of eight or more employees during twenty weeks
of a calendar year. When he enters into any contract for the use of
labor, he has to take into account the existence ajid bargaining rights
of labor unions.
Both state and federal government legislation have played an
ever-increasingly important role in the regulation of labor*
All of the forty-eight states have been active in enacting
laws to promote the betterment of the working class. Regulation of hours
by the states has been of utmost importance in reducing the time men,
women, and children are required to work. From the laws of 1842 enacted
in Massachusetts limiting labor of children under twelve to ten hours
per day in manufacturing establishments, we accept as a usual practice
today's eight-hour working day*
State regulation of wages prior to 1933 was icpeded by the
problem of constitutionality. Until 1937 the United States Supreme
Court declared it was unconstitutional for the states to forbid employ-
ment at wages below a certain minima. The very few attempts which the
states made in this direction, however, were aimed to protect certain
classes of labor from exploitation and to protect society from the evils
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State legislation which deals with the physical risks which
labor faces has applied largely to accidents and disease resulting
directly from workers' occupations. States have approached the prob-
lem by excluding women and children from certain occupations and also
men who are not qualified by physical fitness for certain types of
work. The chief means eii5)loyed to prevent the occurrence of industrial
disease and accident has been through the regulation of the conditions
under which people work. In addition, most of the states compel en5)loy-
ers to carry workmen' s compensation insurance. Bates for this type of
insurance are based upon merit rating, i.e,, the insurance cost is
based upon the individual employer's accident and disease record.
Therefore, it has been to the advantage of management to reduce the cases
of compensation loss. This has led to the installation of safety and
health devices and the promotion of campaigns to eliminate accidents, ^
Until 1932
,
the states took the lead in wage and hour regula-
tion, But the real progress was not made until the federal government
entered into the picture. From 1935, the federal government has taken
the lead in labor legislation and the states have followed suit.
The National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 furnished us with
the first extensive federal regulation of wages and hours. The Act had
^Koontz, Harold D,, Op. Cit., Page 682
2Ibid, Page 723
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as its purpose the stabilization of business and employment through the
elimination of cut-throat competition and substandard working condi-
tions, In the codes of fair competition, made up by industries them-
selves, certain minimum wages and maximum hours were established*
Under the Recovery Act, 22
,
500,000 workers were covered. Mini-
mum rates varied among codes and within codes for such factors as
geographical region, sex, and population of cities in which a plant
might be located. The majority of codes fixed minimum wages between
thirty-five and forty cents per hoxir and $1^.00 and $15.00 per week. ^
The wage provisions of the Recovery Act affected only the more
•unskilled workers but the hour limitations affected all but a few ad-
ministrative en5>loyees and executives. Most of the codes fixed forty
ho'urs as the maximum week and eight hours as the maxinnim day for factory
and clerical en5)loyees. For work in excess of maximum time, the codes
provided for an overtime rate. ^
The National Recovery Act, although in effect for less than
two years before it was declared \inconstitutional, contributed to a
^Millis, H. A. and Montgomery, R. E., LABOR’S PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS,
New York: McGraw-Hill Book CoiEgpany, 1938, Page 356
2u. S. Department of Labor, HANDBOOK OF LABOR STATISTICS, 1936, Pages
513 to 517
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general rise in wages and a reduction of the work period. ^
When the National Industrial Recovery Act was invalidated in
1935* Congress began a new drive for the removal of substandard labor
conditions and the elimination of child labor. Until 1938 f however,
all atten5>ts aimed to these ends were thwarted by the Supreme Court in
its findings of \inconstitutionality of several reform measures.
It was not until 1938 that a bill dealing with wages and hours
was finally passed and became law. The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,
popularly known as the Wage and Hours Law, is the most couprehens ive law
dealing with labor conditions ever passed by Congress. The Act applies
only to employees of private industries the products of which enter into
interstate commerce. It establishes a basic minimum wage and maximum
hours standards for all covered employees. The following classes of em-
2ployees are exempted in full or in part:
Exempted As To
Wages and Hours Wages Only Hotirs Only
Agricultural v/orkers Learners Railroad and interstate
motor carrier employees
Fishermen, seamen, fish pack- Apprentices
ing industries Seasonal industries
Handicapped workers
Weekly or semi-weekly news-
papers with circulation of Messengers
less than 3000
Operators in public telephone
exchanges which have less
than 500 stations
Street and interurban railway
and local bus employees
^HANDBOOK OF LABOR STATISTICS, Op. Cit., Page 5^3
2wage and Hour Division, INTERPRETATIVE BULLETIN, No. 1, October 12, 1938
^
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At its inception on October 24, 1938* minimum wsige rates for
all employees subject to the Act were placed at twenty-five cents per
hour, aind the law established the forty-four hour week as standard for
the first year of its operation. During its second year, a maximum of
forty-two hours became standard. ^ After October 23 » 1945, the Act
provided for a minimum v/age of forty cents per hour and a maximum of
forty hours per v/eek. Overtime is to be paid for at one and one-half
p
times the regular rate.
Oppressive child labor is defined by the Act as meaning ^
1 . Children under sixteen may not be en5>loyed in
mining or manufacturing but children from four-
teen to sixteen may be employed in other occu-
pations that have no adverse effect on their edu-
cation or health.
2 . Children betv/een sixteen and sixteen may be em-
ployed in any occupation providing there has not
been any prohibition set by specific order as
hazardous or detrimental to the health.
If oppressive child labor is employed in an establishment
in the United States, within thirty days prior to the removal of any
goods produced in that establishment, the shipment of such goods in
interstate commerce is prohibited. ^
Government interference with labor deals not only with wages
and hours but also with the risks of labor, namely disease, accidents,
^Koontz, Harold D., Op. Cit., Page 699
^Dillavou and Howard, Op. Cit., Page 487
3sabb and Martin, Op. Cit., Page 3^
^Ibid, Page 3^
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old age, and vmen5)loyment. The results of these risks are very-
serious and the need for legislation in this regard is very great.
Losses of time to wage earners on account of sickness or
non-industrial accidents average more than seven days a year for each
worker, and the loss in wages is $900,000,000,00 a year. More than
2^ of the working population are disabled at any one time,
^
In 1938 the record relative to industrial accidents alone




Average time lost per worker 2.9 days
Cost $2,000,000,000
Loss in wages, medical cost,
and insurance $7,000,000,000
Very little has been done by the federal government in safety
and health regulations. Eecent years have seen a trend towards this
direction in the expansion of public health services under grants made
by the Security Act. Under this Social Security Act of 1935*
$10,000,000,00 was granted to the Public Health Service for research
on methods of disease control and for allotment to the states for public
health work, 3
^Millis, H. A, and Montgomery, E. E.
,
Op. Cit,, Page 242
S, Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, MAIJUAL ON IN-
DUSTEIAL INJUEY STATISTICS, 1940, Page 1
328th ANNUAL EEPOET OF THE SSCEETAEY OF LABOE, 1940, Page 153
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With increasing longevity and a declining birth rate, a larger
nortion of the population is falling within the age brackets above
sixty-five. In 1900, of the population was sixty-five years of age
or over. By 1980, it is estimated that l6^ of the total population will
be sixty-five years of age or over. This mounting proportion of the aged
in the population aggravated the problem of caring for those old persons
who became dependent, ^
Until the passage of the Social Security Act of 1935* the aged
were supported through the following mediums:
1, Savings
2, Retirement insurance in private companies
3, Family and friends
4, Public charges
5, State old age pensions
The first four methods enumerated above proved to be inadequate.
wastefxil, or degrading. Until 1929. state old-age pensions were of the op-
tional type - county commissioners had the authority to grant pensions or
commit the aged to almshouses. After 1929 nearly all state laws required
payment of pensions, but they were very inadequate as the following







^Galloway and Associates, PLANNING FOR AMERICA, New York; Henry Holt and
Company, 1941, Page 4?7
^Millis and Montgomery, Op, Cit., Page 38I
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To cope with the problem of old-age security, the Social Security
Act of 1935 embraced within it a national scheme of old-age insurance
which was widely recognized as essential* Under this plan, benefits
are financed in part by a federal tax on en^jloyers’ payrolls from
(now operating) to 3^ (rate to be reached by 1949)* En5)loyees contrib-
ute an equal amount from their earnings toward the cost of such
benefits, ^
Such benefit payments are made based upon the past earnings
of the employee and family obligations, and they are determined in ac-
cordance with the insvired person’s average quarterly wages and the
length of time for which he was employed. The most significant provi-
sions of the Act, however, are those that relate to family needs.
Married men who reach retirement age are entitled to a supplementary
payment as soon as wives reach retirement age, and the retired benefi-
ciary is entitled to an additional supplementary monthly payment if he
has dependent children tinder eighteen years of age still attending
school. Also the widow and children are entitled to survivors' bene-
fits until all children have reached the age of eighteen if in school,
and the widow upon attainment of retirement age receives further bene-
fit rights as a retired person. ^
The Social Security Act made grants to states for approved
pension plans equal to one-half the total pension up to $30,00 per month
for individuals sixty-five years or older if not inmates of public
^Galloway and Associates, Op. Cit,, Page 477
^Meriam, Lewis, RELIEP AND SOCIAL SECUEITY, Washington, D, C,: The
Brookings Institution, 1946, Page II8
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institutions. In 1939 this grant was raised to one-half of any pension
up to $40.00 a month. Also the federal government granted to states an
amount equal to ot* the pension grant for administering the state
system, ^
The effect of the Social Security Act caused all the states
to adopt mandatory pension schemes; and as a resialt, the average pension
increased from $14,53 ii^ 193^ to $20,11 in 1940, and the total nximher of
pensioners increased from 235.265 in 193^ to 1,972,781 in 19^. ^
Uneniployment
,
the greatest risk of all has a tragic record: 3
Number Unemployed
March 1933 1-^^ 300 000
July 1937 7 400 000
October 1938 10 500 000
The risks and costs of unemployment are great. Some unem-
ployment can be eliminated by a program of public works, by improving
labor's bargaining position, through public en5>loyment offices, and
through comptilsory unemployment insurance.
Prior to the depression of 1929 there was no system of unem-
ployment insurance in the United States. To cope with the grave unem-
ployment problem during the depression years, an emergency program of
public employment was Tindertaken, all the work of which had to be useful
^Koontz, Harold D,, Op. Cit., Page 733
^ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD, 1940, Page 103
^Koontz, Harold D., Op, Cit., Page 71^
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in improving living conditions and creating new wealth.
In 1933 Congress passed the Wagner-Peyser Act which created
the United States Employment Service, To stimulate state action, the
law ec5)owered the federal government to make an anntial appropriation
of $4,000,000,00 of which $3,000,000,00 is allotted to the states in
proportion to their pop\xlation on condition that each state accepts the
grant and meets the federal subsidy dollsj;* for dollar and the states’
systems of eii5)loyment offices shall meet the standards set by the
federal government. The remaining $1,000,000,00 is used to Inspect
the state services and to carry on research. Between 1933 and 1935 the
states were slow to accept the United States Employment Service, But
the passage of the Social Security Act caused the states to hasten
their acceptance of the offer made by the government. By 1938 the
states and territories ( 5I in all) had set up these systems and all
were affiliated with the United States Bnployment Service, ^
The functions of the United States Employment Service were
to 2
1, Promote and develop national system of public
employment offices
2, Maintain a veterans' service to be devoted to
securing employment for veterans
3* Maintain a public service for the District of
Col\imbia
^Fairchild, Purniss, and Buck, Op, Cit,, Page 684
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Maintain a farm placement service
5. Assist in establishing and maintaining systems
lOf public employment offices in the several
states
6* Assist in coordinating such systems and in-
creasing their usefulness by developing and
prescribing minimum standards of efficiency,
promoting uniformity in administrative and
statistical procedure, furnishing information
as to opportunities for employment
7. Maintain a system for clearing labor among the
several states
In J'uly of 1939 » the United States En5)loyment Service con-
solidated with the unemployment compensation functions in the Social
Security Board. On January 1, 19^2, the state employment services were
brought under federal operation; and on September 17, 19^2, the entire
United States En5)loyment Service was made a part of the War Manpower
Commission for the wartime emergency period. On September 19, 19^5t
the War Mai5)0v/er Commission was liquidated and the United States En^iloy-
ment Service was returned to state operation as of November 16, 19^» ^




^STATISTICAL ABSTEACT OF THE UNITED STATES, 19^, U. S. Department of
Commerce, Page 253
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United States Employment Service Placements
Year Total Non-Aericul t\iral
1937 3 640 934 3 144 091
1938 2 950 047 2 656 994
1939 4 500 399 4 152 139
19^ 5 226 712 3 661 040
1941 7 427 989 5 404 291
1942 10 220 9.67 6 919 892
1943 12 253 224 9 393 196
1944 12 219 113 11 446 007
1945 10 811 100 9 808 476
The first step toward establishing an insurance system on
a national scale was undertaken in 193^ when the Committee on Economic
Security was appointed for the task of studying the problem of economic
insecurity and of devising methods to meet the problem. They reached
the conclusion that conpulsory unemployment insurance was needed.
^
In 1935 the Social Security Act was passed by Congress for
a uniform nationwide federal tax amounting to 3^ of the salaries of
employees covered by the program. Ninety per cent of this tax could
be offset to employers in those states which adopted satisfactory unem-
ployment compensation laws. This device equalized the burden of taxes
for unemployment compensation throughout the states.
As it has been seen, state and federal legislation has sought
to improve the position of labor in the regulation of hours, wages, and
social sec\irity. But labor itself has sought to improve its status by
strengthening its bargaining position.
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The National Industrial Recovery Act was the first federal
legislative act which guaranteed workers the right to bargain collectively.
In recent years, the government has been dedicated to the policy of en-
couraging collective bargaining as a solution to the conflict between
labor and management.
The first effective encouragement by the United States to col-
lective bargaining by labor organizations follov;ed the 1929 depression.
The Norris LaGuardia Act of 1932 represents the first successful action
of the federal government to limit the granting of labor injunctions and
the making of contracts by an en5)loyer with an employee under which the
employee agrees as a condition for employment to refrain from joining an
independent labor union while he is employed. This Act stated that while
the worker should be free to decline to associate with his fellows, he
should have full freedom to associate and organize, to designate repre-
sentatives of his ov/n choosing and to negotiate the terms and conditions
of his employment, i^lrthermore, the worker is to be free from the in-
terference, restraint or coercion of employers of labor or their agents
in the designation of such representatives or in self-organization or in
any other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining
or other mutual aid or protection, ^
In 1933 til® National Industrial Recovery Act provided for the
setting up of codes of fair competition in all industries. These codes
included clauses safeguarding the right of employees to bargain collec-
tively without interference by the employer through representatives of
^Beard, Charles A,, Op. Cit., Page h09
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their own choosing* ^
When the National Industrial Recovery Act was invalidated
in 1935 1 "tile clauses of the Act protecting labor to bargain collectively
without employer coercion were included in the National Labor Relations
Act of 1935 (Wagner Act), The operative provisions of this Act are as
p
follov/s;
1* Provision for the selection of representatives and
for compelling the employer to bargain
2, Provisions for preventing employer interference
tending to frustrate employees' freedom of choice
and concerted activity
The National Labor Relations Act states its purpose and policy
as follov/s:
"The denial by employers of the right of the employees
to organize and the refusal by employers to accept the
procedure of collective bargaining lead to strikes and
other forms of industrial strife or unrest, which have
the intent or the necessary effect of burdening or ob-
structing commerce. . . .
"The inequality of bargaining power between employees
who do not possess ftill freedom of association or ac-
tual liberty of contract, and employers who are organ-
ized in the corporate or other forms of ov/nership
association substantially burdens and affects the flow
of commerce, and tends to aggravate recurrent business
depressions, by depressing wage rates and the purchasing
pov/er of wage earners in industry and by preventing the
stabilization of conpetitive wage rates and working
conditions within and between industries,"
^Metz, Harold W., LABOR POLICY OF TH3 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, Washington, D.C.:
The Brookings Institution, 19^5, Page I3
^Fitzpatrick, Bernard H.
,
UNDERSTANDING LABOR, New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 19^, Page 99
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The Wagner Act created the National Labor Relations Board to
prevent any person from engaging in xinfair labor practices which unfair
labor practices are defined by Section 8 of the Act as follows: ^
1. To interfere with, restrain, or coerce einployees
in the exercise of their rights
2. To dominate or interfere with the formation or
administration of any labor organization or con-
tribute financial or other support to it: Pro-
vided that subject to rules and regulations made
and published by the Board pursuant to section
6(a), an enrployer shall not be prohibited from
permitting einployees to confer with him during
working hours without loss of time or pay.
3. By discrimination in regard to hire or tenure
of employment to encourage or discourage mem-
bership in any labor organization
4. To discharge or otherwise discriminate against
any employee because he has filed charges or
given testimony under this Act.
5. To refuse to bargain collectively v;ith the
representatives of his employees
As a result of the V/agner Act, collective bargaining agree-
ments have markedly increased. As an example of such increases, the
following is presented.
Number of Agreements
Year Auto Industry Steel Industry
1937 270 50
1938 537 532
^Dillavou and Howard, Op. Cit., Page 486
2Bovman, D. 0., PUBLIC CONTROL OF LABOR RELATIONS, New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1942, Page 436
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Grov/th of \inionism has also been phenomenal. An overall
picture of trade union organization among employees in the United States
from 1910 to 19^5 is presented as follows; ^
Trade Union Organization Among Employees






Total Number of Non-Agricul
tural Employees
1910 2 052 402 23 8O9 904 20 709 232
1920 4 795 100 27 359 660 24 731 391
1930 3 073 200 33 217 886 30 246 719
1940 9 000 000 39 404 000 35 696 000
1945 14 500 000 51 847 000 43 398 000
This rapid growth of trade unions led to the enactment of
federal legislation which covers
1, Compulsory filing of returns tinder the Revenue
Act
2. Prohibition of the direct use of trade union
funds in the interest of political parties
or candidates.
Section 29*101-2 of the Internal Revenue Code provides for
the filing of an annual information return by non-profit organisations
in which class trade unions fall. In this return information must be
given as to the receipts and expenditures of the organization during the
year being reported on. This law acts as a public registration of
unions and the publicizing of their financial operations.
The Smith-Connally Act of 19^3 prohibits political contribu-
tions from trade union funds in connection with national elections.
^Magnusson, Leifur, GOVEHRMENT AND UNION-EMPLOYER RELATIONS, Chicago;
Public Administration Service, 19^5* Page 2
2FEDERAL REGULATIONS ON INCOME TAX, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York; 19^,
Page 81ho
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This law does not prevent \inions from setting up special agencies to
make political propaganda or carry on political activities on their
behalf* Permissible politiceJ. activities are those conducted in con-
nection with state elections which would not be covered by the federal
law and activities in connection with primary elections or conventions
of political parties, ^
Workingmen in our democracy today with the encouragement of
federal legislation enjoy more freedom than ever before in the history
of the United States, Sam\iel Gon5)ers was one of the first great labor
leaders who recognized the connection betv/een democracy and the right
of labor to organize. In reply to a critic of organized labor who pointed
out that a paternalistic employer was providing welfare work, recreation
center, and swimming pool for his employees, Gompers declared that
"labor would rather be free than clean" as paternalism fails to provide
conditions vinder which individuals may develop their own lives, ^ Organ-
ized workers today have something substantial to say about their working
and living conditions.
Since the Constitution does not confer on the federal govern-
ment direct authority to regulate labor relations or the conditions of
employment, it has been difficult to develop a sotuid labor policy. How-
ever, in the last quarter of a century, labor through the aid of regula-
tory legislation has made great strides towards achieving the economic
^Magnusson, Leifur, Op, Cit., Page 4
^Myers, James, DO YOU KNOW LABOR?, Washington, D, C,:
Library Foundation, 19^, Page 2
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and social betterment of wage earners. Government regulation of sub-
standard labor conditions has been made possible because of the changed
attitude of the S\q>reme Court towards such regulation. This change in
attitude was brought about by the support given by the social-minded
age in which v/e live.
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-rfM le. aoiiaXc^sa ^£«caicovoO ,^z9a’za^ lo ;^fias't»4w9tf X&tooa baa
Jbe^anxio eexxitoacf eXtfJteeoq ao<»d t^xi saojttlhxioo lodfiX tiabaaiM
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Effective transportation is indispensable to economic progress.
The principal means of transportation are railroads, water\;ays, highv/ays,
airways, and pipe lines. These facilities constitute a great portion
of our v/ealth, give employment directly and indirectly to millions of
people, and contribute substantially to the national income.
From its very intrinsic nature, that of being of service to
the public, it has become necessary for state and national governments
to participate in the regulation and control of transportation facilities
to insure the highest possible degree of efficient service. The federal
government has come to play the dominant role because much transporta-
tion cuts across state lines. However, the states were the first to use
their regulatory pov;ers and it was not until 188? that the federal
government stepped in.
Railroads
The first attempts to regulate railroads were through state
charters which permitted the directors to fix rates within a stated
maximum and through statutory legislation. Both proved to be failures
because they tended to be rigid and inflexible. Furthermore, legisla-
tive bodies did not have the administrative machinery essential to ef-
fective control and the state laws were of a general nature providing
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the same type of regulation over all types of carriers thus resulting
in injustices. ^
Actual mandatory regulation began in the l870*s through the
Granger movement. This organization, properly known as the Patrons of
Husbandry, was founded in 186? ^‘or the purpose of promoting the social
and intellectual life of farmers. Soon the program was broadened to
include economic and political objectives. The Grange became the meditim
thro\igh which farmers sought to alleviate a depressed agricultural condi-
ption which they attributed to the railroads.
The con5)laints presented against the railroads were those of
exorbitant rates and discrimination between places and persons. The
legislation which re stilted from the Granger movement became in^tortant
because of the principles voiced by the Supreme Court in the Granger
cases.
It was decided that the federal government and the states
could regulate railroad transportation and yet not deprive the com-
panies of property without due process of law; that the regulation of
rates did not violate the obligation of contract \mless the legislatures
had specifically conferred the sole power to fix rates upon the corpora-
tions; and that until Congress had legislated the states could regulate
rates even though interstate commerce was indirectly affected. These
^Bigham, Truman C., TEAITSPORTATION, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Conpany,
19^, Page 125
^Koontz, Harold D., Op. Cit., 19^1* Page 80
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decisions became the foundation for government control of public
utilities in general. ^
Federal regulation of railroads began In 188? with the Act
to Eegulate Commerce, The Act prohibited "unjust and unreasonable"
charges; forbade discrimination betv/een persons, places or kinds of
traffic and outlawed higher charges made "under substantially similar
circumstances and conditions, for a shorter than a longer distance over
the same line, in the same direction, the shorter being included within
the longer distance" prohibited the pooling of traffic or of revenue of
competing carriers, and required publication of rates and fares and ten
days* notice of rate increases. ^
This act was haB5)ered almost from the beginning through a
series of unfavorable court decisions. ^ Little was done to increase
the effectiveness of the Act of 188? until the passage of the Hepburn
Act in 1906 . Under this Act the jurisdiction of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission was extended to express conpanies, sleeping car com-
panies, pipe lines, and private car conpanies. Power to establish
maximum rates, to regulate through routes and joint rates, to require
Einnual reports, to require thirty days' notice of all rate changes vas
^Bigham, Truman C., Op. Cit., Page 13^
^Koontz, Harold D., Op. Cit., Page 81
^Meyer, B. H., BAILWAT LEGISLATION IN THE UNITED STATES, I903
,
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granted in unequivocal terms. ^
The Mann-Elkins Act of 1910 made effective the prohibition
of charging a lower rate for a long haul than for a shorter haul over
the same line by eliminating the phrase "under substantially similar
circumstances and conditions," ^
From December 1917 to March 1920, the federal government took
over and operated the railroads of the United States because it was felt
that under private ownership railroads could not handle traffic as
expeditiously as war needs seemed to warrant and because the railroads
were vinable to obtain adequate capital for expansion of their facilities
to meet the wartime traffic. This experience of government ownership
of railroads during the first World War proved nothing conclusively.
It did the job of moving goods but at a greater cost than heretofore,
but the abnormal v/artime period was not conducive to reaching any defi-
nite conclusions, ^
The Transportation Act of 1920 so\ight "affirmatively to build up
a system of railways prepared to handle properly all the interstate
traffic of the country , , , to give owners of the railv/ays an opportun-
ity to earn enough to maintain their properties and equipment in such a
%oontz, Harold D., Op, Cit., Page 83
^Dixon, F, H,, "The Mann-Elklns Act, Amending the Act to Regulate Com-
merce", QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS, Volume 24, Page 593. August I9IO
^Hines, Walker D.
,
WAR HISTORY OF AMERICAN RAILROADS, New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1928
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state of efficiency that they can carry well this burden,"
One of the most iri5)ortant provisions of the Act was that of
rate making. It provided that "in the exercise of its power to pre-
scribe just and reasonable rates the Commission shall initiate, modify,
establish or adjust such rates so that carriers as a whole • . , v;ill,
under honest, efficient and economic management and reasonable expendi-
tures for maintenance of way, structures and equipment, earn an aggre-
gate net railway operating income equal, as nearly as may be, to a fair
return upon the aggregate value of the railway property of such carriers
held for and used in the service of transportation; Provided, That the
Commission shall have reasonable latitude to modify or adjust any parti-
cular rate which it may find to be unjust or unreasonable and to pre-
scribe different rates for different sections of the country,"
As this rule did not guarantee to the carrier a fair ret\irn,
the Act of 1933 was passed to eliminate references to fair return on
fair value and provides that "the Commission shall give due considera-
tion, among other factors, to the effect of rates on the movement of
traffic by the carrier or carriers for which the rates are prescribed;
to the need, in the public interest, of adequate and efficient railway
transportation service at the lowest cost consistent v/ith the furnishing
of such service; and to the need of revenues siifficient to enable the
carriers, tuxder honest, economical, and efficient management, to provide
such service,"
In spite of the exclusion of the "fair value" clause in the
Act of 1933 t the Interstate Commission still takes into account fair
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value in fixing a reaeonable level of rates. The valuation reached by
the Interstate Commerce Commission is ordinarily a figure based upon
consideration of original cost and present cost less accrued deprecia-
tion, However, other factors than fair value have influenced the Com-
mission in fixing level of rates. If the policy of giving effect to
fair return on fair value were applied widely there would be no guaran-
tee that all carriers in a group would get anything like the same rate
of return, as in an interrelated group of railroads there would be some
who would receive more than the average and others less. It was to meet
the problem of railroads of unequal earning pov/er that the recaptxire
clause v/as inserted in the Transportation Act of 1920, This provided
for the fixation of rates so that return would be reasonable for rail-
roads as a whole with means of assisting the weak carriers through
earnings recaptured from the strong, A railroad earning more than
on the value of its property might retain one-half of the excess,
paying the other half to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which half
would be placed in a reserve fund of the carrier. This reserve might
be drawn upon by the carrier in years when the return was less than
for payment of interest, rentals, and dividends. When the reserve
equals more than 5/^ of the value of the carrier's property, the surplus
might be employed by the railroad for any lawful purpose. The govern-
ment's half of the excess earnings was set aside in a contingent fund
from which the Interstate Commerce Commission might make loans to weak
lines for the pvmpose of meeting capital expenditures or refund security
issues
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-dxtevos eriT .a.joqtuq IsjJval T^riB not iaotXXBt erid, ^cf ier^oXcne ' ori dd^.Xia
bas/J dnoanXdfiCD & fll aLies daa sacintaa b§.'?9xo ^rid “to “IXcri s’diuai
3l80W od ea^oX fjdjua ^d%isn aolm ttxaoo aotstunoO edadatadnl erid rifiriv aot^
^dXti/oaa iwutx'iat to ssti£di?:a»qifi XadiqBO ^jAideoa “io aaoqtjif orid to^ 8'^tiX
«89i/aaX
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Since 1920, the Interstate Commerce Commission has con-
sidered the fair return basis where a rate of return is fair when it
permits a company, the rates of v/hich are governmentally regulated,
to earn a rate "reasonably sufficient to assure confidence in the
financial soundness of the utility" and "adequate tinder efficient and
economical management to maintain and support its credit and enable it
to raise the money necessary for the proper discharge of its public
duties." ^
Regulation of railroad rate structures is an extremely com-
plicated phase of government control. The following factors underlie
the setting of a particular rate:
1, Large overhead costs which are relatively con-
stant and which arise from fixed investment not
easily transferred. These overhead costs must be
met if the railroad is to continue in business as
a going concern under private ovmership, ^
2, Value of service or degree of elasticity of demand
for transportation services, ^
In evaluating the regulation of railroad rates, it is seen
that they have not been adequate in terms of return as seen in the
following tabulation which shows that at no time from 1923 to 1939
did the railroads earn 6^ on their investment:
^Bigham, Truman Ci, Op. Git., Page 17^
2jones, Eliot, RAILROADS; PRINCIPLES OF RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION, New
York: The Macmillan Coinpany, 192h, Page 77
3Locklin, D. P.. ECONOMICS OF TRANSPORTATION, Chicago: Business Pub-
lications, 1938 » Page 157
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Qdi o2 ©oaeWlfloo ••xjtfaaa oi Metoi'r.us ^i<teaoaj30'i" m a-L&« o)
f>«A ^a9ioi^*is idixnif e^airpsJbB* biu; •rJilA.-ir ©xi# lo aseJibax/Ofi Xstoaaail
Si. 9ldjBii9 bcLB Hbstii Bii Moqqx/s in8xc95,«08« lapXaioaooa
oi Idyq aii lo s^-iariosib 'teqo'xq edS ^^A8eeo©a ’C»ao‘n exl^ ©aiai
^
^,9elJjib
-moo '^iioidiixs cu>. ai a&tifSoinSa bSs^ bcoiliai to noiSslM^Bii
eiliebaxi aaoioal sfliwollol: ©tlT .Xo^iaoo iaamat^voa “io ©aariq bo^Aoilq
:9Sat: 'laXtfoi^’Lsq a ^niJ^ea sxli
“joo ^lavi^alsi ©^a xioidy aSaco baadneYo sa*saj ,X
^oa iaeaisBvnl Jbexi*^ moit oeita tfoJtilw btt& Sa»S9
ed Saxna aSaoo aaoriiovo aeaxlT .Jbsaaalsaa*!^ ij^Xlaao
aa aaaniaatf ai exxaitaoo oS ax baonlioi ©ftJ ti i®®
^
.qjfcda'ieawo s^^viiq T.abcsx aTtooaoo ^axos a
bocm&b ^0 ^^ioi^ejRl© lo oeT^ab lo eoivTcoe lo oxrlaY ,S
^ ,saoiY*i9s nol 4'ai”ioqEna*x^ ao'l
aoos ai jae^Bi baoTtXiai lo aoiSjsLu^a'X sdS ^aifLev© al
cdi al aeos b« aivSerx Ito amts^ ai ®lax/p©l« asorf Sen avarf isidS
i
^t^X ol avoda doldw ncl^aXatfal :^lwoXXol:







a^X ©ga*! ,,tiO .qO ,;0 xwmnT .marfaia-^
waH .HOITAIHOaBKAffl' 'fMllAS. 10 aj^iaiOKm jaOAOflJIAa ,^oiXE .aenot^
,^S^X oaXIlmoaM adT :i(icT
-da« aaoalaaE :or^oliiO ,IIOlTATHO?311AfiT iO 30IMO7IO0® , .d .aiXafooJ^
•\'^X ,8C^X \8aoiJsoiI
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Investment and Return on Investment ^
(Millions of Dollars)
Investment Less Net Re-ilway Per Cent Return On
Year Depreciation Operating Income Investment
1923 $19 965 $ 975 4,56
1924 20 632 984 • 4.^3
1925 21 536 1 137 4.90
1926 22 070 1 229 5.14
1927 22 507 1 078 4.40
1928 22 832 1 182 4.75
1929 22 295 1 263 4.96
1930 23 690 874 3.25
1931 23 574 528 2.02
1932 23 454 325 1.25
1933 23 194 477 1.84
1934 22 817 466 1.81
1935 22 729 505 1.98
1936 22 623 676 2.66
1937 22 685 598 2.33
1938 22 551 377 1.46
1939 22 435 596 2.33
From 1940 to 2October 1946, the following statistics apply:
Net Railway Operating Per Cent Return
Year Income (in Millions) On Investment
1940 $ 682 2.93
1941 998 4.26
1942 1 485 6.32
1943 1 360 5.72
1944 1 106 4.74
1945 852 3.77
1946 (October) 451 2. ho
From the above statistics, it is seen that only in the year 1942 did the
railroads realize a return on investment slightly in excess of 6J^.
^Interstate Commerce Commission, STATISTICS OF EAILV/AYS, 1938* Page
142, 1940
^RAILWAY AGE, "A Review of Railway Operations in 1946,“ Dr, J, H. Parme-
lee. Page 64, January 4, 194?, Vol. 122, No. 1
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The following sxinunary schedule of working capital of the rail-












1929 1 717 953 1 2CC 984 516 969
1930 1 510 975 1 162 17c 348 8C5 168 164
1931 1 213 350 1 14? 239 66 111 282 694
1932 1 13P 731 1 C63 271 67 46C 1 349
1933 1 C34 56c 1 261 382 226 822 294 282
1934 1 C58 331 1 471 326 412 995 186 173
1935 1 C86 467 1 67c 767 534 3CC 171 305
1936 1 292 421 1 885 574 593 153 8 853
1937 1 143 99c 1 937 83c 793 84C 2CC 687
1938 1 12c 968 2 243 961 1 122 993 329 153
1939 1 292 705 2 555 9P3 1 263 198 150 2 C5
194c 1 442 142 697 2CC* 744 942 2 CP8 140
1941 1 914 544 1 115 32c** 799 224 4h 282
1942 3 C65 093 1 8C6 C3C 1 259 063 46c 839
1943 4 ^7 C65 2 923 078 1 473 987 314 924
1944 4 468 C42 2 844 210 1 643 832 69 845
1945 4 345 83c 2 1C8 245 2 237 585 593 753
1946 3 750 6C3 1 8C9 457 1 941 146 296 439
* In 194c and thereafter long-term debt in default is no longer included
in current liabilities as had been the policy in years prior thereto.
** Beginning in 1941, provision for taxes is included In cxirrent liabili-
ties.
This table brings out several significant details. In 1932
the railroads experienced a slight revival but suffered a relapse of
seven years' duration \intil the last war rescued them from their de-
pressed condition. It is to be noted that in 1932, although there was
an increase in working capital, the current assets decreased but the c\it'
rent liabilities decreased in a greater proportion. The years 1933
^Ibid, "Stage Set for Large-Scale Improvements," Page 5
-£±ai lo laJiqac 'io ^ sniiii ^iwello^ BdT
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through 1939 saw a continual decrease in current assets and a continual
increase in current liabilities. The significant fact to observe dur-
ing the years 19^1 to 19^5 is the accumulation of current assets, A
portion of these funds were used by the railroads to refinance or retire
part of their funded debt which declined from $11,880,000,00 in 1930
to $8 , 659 , 000,00 in 1945 ,
^
These statistics show that there is certainly no lack of
present funds for the purpose of plant modernization and equipment.
The graph on the following page shows the correlation between railway
operating income and capital expenditures and how the parallel correla-
tion which existed prior to the war was disrupted by wartime limitations
thus causing the accumulation of current assets as shown in the chart
aforementioned.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has been criticized by
some for not allowing higher rates during the 1920* s v;hen they could
have been collected, but others believe the adequacy of rates should be
measured by the degree of ’ efficiency and service. Using this as a
criterion, rates have been adequate and the railroad system has f\ar-
nished an improved and efficient transportation service.
The alarmingly low return during the 1930's made necessary
public aid to railroads and substantial loans were extended by the Ee-
2
construction Finance Corporation and the National Recovery Act,
/
^Ibid, "Railroad Equities Are Still Depressed," J, G. Lyne, Page 71
^Bigham, Truman C,, Op, Cit., Page 541
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The Transportation Act of 1920 legalized combinations approved
by the Interstate Commerce Commission and set aside anti-trust laws to
effect these unifications. To obtain the necessary authorization to
combine, it was necessary to show that the arrangement would promote
service or economy in operation and that it woxild not unduly restrain
competition. ^
Section 20(a) of the Transportation Act of 1920 provided for
the regulation of securities and it made it unlawful for any railroad to
issue securities or to assume obligations with respect to securities
issued by other persons except after authorization by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. Securities to be approved for issue by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission were to be for some lav;ful purpose within the
corporate charter, compatible with the public Interest and reasonably
2
necessary for the rendering of proper service.
This Act also provided for direct regulation over service.
The Interstate Commerce Commission was en5>owered to regulate the use
of existing equipment and to control the extension and abandonment
of facilities.
To iraprove the existing regulation and to relieve the condi-
tions existing during the depression years, the Emergency Act of 1933
was passed.. Its objectives were to encourage action on the part of the
carriers which v/ould avoid duplication of services, to promote the
^Bigham, Truman C., Op. Cit., Page 177
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financial reorganization of the carriers so as to reduce fixed charges,
to provide for the immediate study of means of in^jroving transporta-
tion conditions in general. This Act also repealed the recapttire clause
in the Transportation Act of 1920, as it proved to he unworkable in
practice.
In 19^ legislation was passed to restrain con5)etition to a
limited extent and to holster up the transportation industries. ^ This
Act presented a declaration of national policy for all forms of trans-
portation subject to the Interstate Commerce Act and provided for
1. Impartial regulation of all modes of transportation
2. Preservation of the advantages of each type of
transportation
3. Promotion of sound conditions in the transportation
industries
h. Condemnation of destructive competitive practices
Eecent developments in the labor field of railroad transporta,-
tion saw, as of January 1, 19^, an increase in wages of sixteen cents
an hour and as of May 22, 19^. an additional increase of twenty-five
cents an hour.
As a further labor cost, the Crosser Bill, passed in Congress
on July 13, 19^, effective January 1, 19^7, inakes esployees eligible
for disability benefits after ten years of service, reduces from sixty-
five to sixty the age at which women may retire on a full pension, adds
^Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, TEAKSPOHTATION ACT OF
1939, 76th Congress, 1st Session, Report No, 1217, Page 2, July 13, 1939
^RAILWAY AGE, "A Tear of Labor Turmoil and Wage Boosts," V. H. Schmidt,
January 3, 19^7, Vol. 122, So, 1, Page 9
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sickness and maternity benefits and increases \ineniployment benefits from
$4,00 to $5»00 a day and extends the maximum duration of such benefits
from 100 to I30 days in any one year, ^
On April 15, 1946, at the time of the granting of the wage
increases, the railv;ays requested an increase in freight and passenger
rates of twenty-five per cent from the Interstate Commerce Commission,
At the end of June 19^, t4e Interstate Commerce Commission
granted the railroads a 6^ increase in freight rates effective July 1,
1946, except for certain basic commodities such as agricultural products,
slag, and gravel on which the boost was only To make up for their
lower earnings. Eastern railroads v;ere allowed a further increase of
5^ on all but anthracite and bituminous coal, lignite, and iron ore.
The Interstate Commerce Commission estimated that this overall 6^ in-
crease, which rates were tenQ)orary, would net another $390 , 000 , 000.00
to the railroads, ^
On December 6 , *1946, the Interstate Commerce Commission granted
the carriers freight rate increases to become effective January 1, 19^7,
averaging 17»6/^ above the rates existing in June before the emergency
increases were granted. The Interstate Commerce Commission estimated
that this should result in an increased revenue to the railroads of over
one billion dollars annually,
^Ibid, Page 11
^TIME, July 1, 1946, Yol. XLVIII, Page 70
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As a result of the railroad rate increases, more passenger
traffic will be diverted to the air lines and motor traffic, and it is
e:q)ected that a great deal of competition in passenger traffic will en-
sue during 19^7 « The first ten months of 19^6 , before increased rates
for railroads, saw an increase in the revenue passenger miles of the air
lines of 80 . 7/^ above those for the corresponding ten-month period in
1945 and a decline of 19 * 6^ in the railroad parlor and sleeping car traf-
fic. ^ Therefore, it seems logical to assume that because of the in-
crease in railroad rates, a greater percentage of traffic will be
diverted to the air lines.
The railroad industry found 19^ far from a boom year as rail
profits dropped to the lowest level since 19^. Eising costs are responsi-
ble for falling profits as the following statistics show. ^
1
.
Wages - Since 1939 wages have increased three
times. Yearly payrolls have risen by
$1,700,000,000.00.
2 . Material and supply costs - Annual expenses
have increased by $500,000,000.00 since 1939 .
3. Passenger Eevenue
Percentage of Passenger Eevenue






^Interstate Commerce Commission, MONTHLY COMI-IENT, January 19^7
^BUSINESS WEEK, "Eailroads Take It on the Chin," Page 61
,
February I5, 19^7
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The Interstate Commerce Commission predicts that the recent
rate increase should raise revenues about one billion dollars but the
railways predict that after providing for the expected decline in pas-
senger revenue, the overall gain will be about $500 , 000 , 000 .00 .
^
Water Transportation
Prior to 19^ water transportation was regulated in piece-
meal fashion, as compared with railroads it was less iii5)ortant to the
public, less monopolistic in character, and less marked by discriminatory
rates. Both federal and state governments have contributed liberally
to the development of waterv;ays, to 1937 federal government had
recorded outlays of over two billion dollars for investment and main-
tenance of navigation facilities; and as of 1931 » expenditures by states
amounted to over $^^0^000 ^000,00, ^
The government was interested in aiding waterway development
for the following reasons: 3
1. Waterway transportation costs are cheaper than
railroad transportation costs
2. Conservation of natural resources demands in-
creased utilization of waterways
3. Water coaipetition would be the best regulatory
device for railroad rates
^Ibid, Page 6l
^Moulton, H. G., AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM, Washington, D.C.; Brook-
ings Institution, 1933. Page 433
3Federal Coordination of Transportation, PUBLIC AIDS TO TRANSPORTATION,
Vol. Ill
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The most important contribution to water transportation regu-
lation was furnished by the Transportation Act of 19^ which introduced
control of inland water carriers. Common carriers subject to this Act are
required to obtain permits from the Interstate Commerce Commission which
they authorize if the applicant is found fit, v/illing and able to per-
form the service and to conform with the law, and if such service will
be consistent with the public interest and the national transportation
policy of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Common carriers must
make reasonable through routes and rates and afford reasonable, proper,
and eoual facilities for interchange of traffic with other carriers
and with railroads,^
The law forbids common carriers by water to make, give, or
cause undue or unreasonable preference to persons, places, or kinds of
traffic.^
Under the Transportation Act of 19^ control of rates comes
under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission which is
given the power to fix maximum and minimum rates and to prescribe reason-
able divisions of rates between connecting carriers. In passing upon the
division of rates between carriers, the Commission is directed to con-
sider the efficiency of participating carriers, the amount of revenue
necessary to pay operating expenses and a fair return upon property
used for transportation,
^Koontz, Harold D., Op. Cit., Page 234, 235
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This Act places common carriers by water under the same pro-
visions as railroads in respect to types of tinification.^
The need for regulatory reform of water carriers has been
long recognized and the Act of 19^ has done much to meet the need.
As a result water carriers have been brought under the jurisdiction
of a single commission and this Act has subjected water carriers which
come under the law to control which is nearly as complete as is found
in the railroads. Gaps, however, still exist. Equipment and its use
do not come -under control and there is no special regulation of issu-
ance of securities as exist in the case of railroads.
Motor Transportation
The development of motor transportation as an in^jortant
carrier has been comparatively recent, and it was not until 1920
that the passenger automobile and motor truck constituted a serloiis
threat to railroad business.
At this phase of the transportation problem, the differ-
ence between common and contract or private carriers should be noted,
A common carrier is one who undertakes, for the public generally, to
transport goods or passengers from place to place for hire, A common
carrier usually operates between definite termini or over a definite
route, A private carrier transports freight from point to point as
demanded by his contract with the shipper, A private carrier becomes
^Ibid, Page 236
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a public one as soon as it begins to cover definite territory at some-
v/hat regular intervals and carries goods for anyone desiring to ship
them. It is the common carrier that is subject to the most regulatory
control, and it is to the common carrier that this section is devoted, ^
The public was apathetic to control motor transportation.
There was opposition to regulation from motor vehicle raanxifacturers,
shippers, and small truckers, all of whom feared that motor transporta-
tion would be restricted in favor of railroads, ^ Systematic regulation
began with the Motor Carrier Act in 1935» The objectives of this Act
were to preserve the advantages of motor transportation, foster sound
conditions in the motor carrier industry, promote an adequate motor
carrier service at reasonable rates, encourage coordination between
federal and state regulatory authorities. Administration of the Act
was placed in the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission who is
given jurisdiction over motor carriers engaged in transporting persons
or property in interstate commerce. The Commission was authorized to
require surety bonds or insurance on the part of common and contract
carriers, and it could prescribe regulations concerning the maximum
hours of service, qualifications of employees, safety of operation, and
standards of equipment, ^
^Dillavou and Howard, Op, Cit,, Page 37^
%elson, J. C., “The Motor Carrier Act of 1935" JOURIJAL OF POLITICAL
ECONOMY, Vol, Page 464, August 193^
3Bigham, Truman C,, Op, Cit., Page 208
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The provisions of the Act relating to the rates of common
carriers were similar to those covering railroad charges. ^
Regulation of motor transportation is still in a formative
stage. In contrast to other fields of transportation, it is
primarily local and state regulation v;ill remain the most in^jortant
part of control; but it seems likely that federal control will ex-
tend much further into this field but will not supersede state regu-
lation to the extent prevalent in the railroad field.
With the forty-eight states exercising control over motor
vehicle transportation, a maze of state regulations has resulted
Sind only those factors which are common in most of the state laws will
be discussed.
Regulation of charges made by common carriers is usually
included in state lav/e and most states make unjust discrimination unlaw-
2ful and require publication of rates.
Safety regulations have been applied by the states to all
kinds of motor trsuisportation. General regulations include speed re-
strictions, size and weight laws, licensing of operators, and maintenance
of equipment standards. ^
Since the introduction of motor transportation, there has
been perpetual warfare between truck operators and state legislatures.
^Koontz, Harold D., Op. Cit., Pages 212-220
2lbid, Pages 212-22©
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During the wartime emergency, fairly liberal regulations agreed to
between the states lowered the walls between states by upping loads
permissible on trucks and by increasing allowable width, height and
length of both trucks and buses.
f
After the war, the states again raised the walls. On
Jantiary 1, 19^, Virginia's governor reiinposed the state's 2^ gross
receipts tax on out-of-state truckmen. North Carolina demanded that
Virginia trucks buy a contract hauler license or pay a 6^ gross re-
ceipts tax, Ohio forced out-of-state trucks to pay public utility
fees, Eeciprocal tax skirmishes are but part of an over-all struggle
between groups with divergent interests, such as revenue-hungry
states, highway builders, passenger auto associations, railways, air
freight services, and truck ov;ners, ^
As a result of the liberal regulations existing d\iring the
war and the fight for standard regulation, legal truck weights have
been increased to 40,000 pounds with a view to raising that limit to
50,000 povinds. Because of this decision, however, states are attenipt-
ing to pass resolutions to have higher taxes assessed against trucking
firms and other motor vehicle operators as they maintain that the in-
creased load required additional expenditures for heavier pavements. ^
However, the struggle between the states still goes on, and
attempts are continually being made to achieve new regulations aiming
\
^BUSINESS WEEK, "Road Truce Ends," Page 36
,
January 12, 1946
2bUSINESS week, “Truckers Gain,” Page 39, March 9, 1946
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sv^.awXljei .anot^BlocaeB oJira is'^aeanq , a'lailixrd ,aaii3^«
"
.Qieawo -icin? tcj* .asoivvers
od^ ^atxah aaotislr.’^di I-inedil oria "^o- ^Zssaox c &k
ev£d aSii^sv yocxJ X£^el ,aoJt.tjaXL!3Ba Mto^.vJc •:ol od^ tna *tof
oj il/tf:I Sadi ^ialax oS walv a dStv abauoq 000, o^ hoaaorLonX c&arf
-iaaoSSa wxa sftSjxSa ,'i 3Tuvcr{ ,aoijei 5©J[> ciid^ 1o 9:>i/f,oo 8[ .aXmioq 000,0^
yttiicLjrxS tsiaJLs^ Xc-neaaa^- aox/i^r -ifii^irl ©vj!a oJ enciJi^Xoaea «*ta,q o 4 30!
-nl ed«t SadS aJtaSalcfi: '^9dS aa axoizxeqo eloixley ivva<^n ^adio tra' asiil
.a^£l€>.T.BV3q xelVBod •jc’i c&’udthnvqxe LaaolSXhJba ftaiiarpaa iwjol X»e8£B’xo
,ao oec,a ilicJs es-ln^c edi flaawJi^d 6x33111^^ t-di ,’v:va%oB
S^lata aaoiijiLj^ox waa 3Voldoa oS atca linlod ^JlaualJaeo B’lJts aSqmoSSa
^PI ,.^f eaa'i »,aSiX drcJa* .JSXV aaSTU^Ud-^
^91 ,*? dDuiM ,9C »,iixoo cTf^TfojL rT« ,'Arnt assdizm^
at standardization
The tremendous number of motor-carrier operators and motor
vehicles has made state regulations difficTilt to enforce, and it was
not until the passage of the Motor Carrier Act that some degree of
coordination and systematic regulation was obtained.
Air Transportat ion
Air transportation has the shortest history of commercial
use and regulation. Commercial flying dates from the middle 1920*
s
but its progress has been remarkable for its short life. The table on
the following page shows the development of domestic airline business
of scheduled operations from 1928 to 19^.
It became necessary for the government to take action in
regard to air transportation for several reasons. Kinetic energy of
planes carries them about thirty miles after their motors fail; and
therefore, if lauding fields were to be provided at thirty-mile in-
tervals, the entire route of a particular line v/ould be so equipped so
that planes could land safely at all times. These courses equipped with
intermediate landing fields are called airways. They represent large
capital investments and expensive maintenance costs. If privately owned
carriers from one line v/ould be prevented from flying over the airways
of another line and would have to build their own which would mean an
increase in the cost per unit of transportation service. ^
^Goodman, Gilbert, GOVERNMENT POLICY TOWARD COMMERCIAL AVIATION, New
York: King's Crovrn, 19^, Page 5
•lo^oir btifi eloiaieijo "x&l‘tr&o-ioica to 't&diasja si/obaam^rti eriT
B;sw ii fin« ,30T0’5:n« oi anci ei^iscte «i;*jn sAd aololder
lo eai^ob oaioa ^srii ^oA 'tst’S'inZ jojcM oril to e^naaq Liiiw ioa
.be/ile-^cfo cjbw oiijane^av.a ixiH noi^Aalbxooo
fobJieStocnii&^f ltd
XistoiOKBcoo ^0 \:*I0^8i:;^ ^ae^toxia eaJ aaxt aciiAi’xoqeasi'ti liA
8‘OS^I alfcblfli oiLi ibot:'!: XxiioicdfluaoO .aoX^alxi^ei J^xub eax;
ao cd2 .aliX rfioiia aii tol; aldjssf'ifimai aaecf Bae'tgo'xq a^l itsd
B89£il8XKi aailtiJB oHa&OLOb to jae.'aqolBvai) odi aworis e^aq 5,xxlwoIXot sxli'
,^PX 3S^X taozt aaoiX«*xeqo Jbalxrberioe
xit aolioB 9~A&i ^noinaievo^ tol tiaaaeodo suLsoerf
to ol^enXX .aaoefiS'i I.'.'raveB ^o't xioi^xiJtoqBafin^' iXa oi i>T33«'t
Jfcn« aio^offl ’ztadi i^iJja aelirc ^irUdi sjedi aeiiiao
'
2ea«Xq
-XLf oXlo-^ti*rlxl^ iB Jbeblrorq ocf o*x«w ablott ^albnsl tl , Bielanarfi
oa JbaqqXqpo 09 ecf X>Xxrovr sail teXiroi^fuaq a aixroi eiX^aft erfi eaXarioi
d;tlw l>eqqij/pe soa*moo eaarfT .aeeti iLa ie ijIalBa Jhaal bJMOo aaiusXq
i/ieeaiqui ijariT ,svBvrrJt« I>bXXj6o ex« sMell j^IJ^iubX e^alAeaiieixil
«Jb»rtwo •jXe^jQvirtq .a^eoo eonfixraifflj^m aTienoqpcs bnc aiaomiaarc.! XBJlqao
axJ3w^iJe Bili idvo mo'i’i beihowonq ad Mirow anXX ano moil a'isXnfio
aa oBea JbXxrov doldt/ avo -iladi blind oi &rsd i>X»ow bos anil •xadione to
^
,'ioiYiee noi^xj^'ioqaius'x^ lo ^lui; isq Jaoo oi ea^^e10^X
wsH .EOITAIVA IAI05HMMOO CDIAVOT YOIJOl T^JSMW^Oe ,flAm6ooO-f
^ agii^ ,-^^X ^a-tfoiO ;:CioT
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DEVELOPMEUT OF COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT IN THE
UNITED STATES, 1928 - 1946
DOMESTIC COMMERCE OF SCHEDULE OPERATIONS
In Millions - OOP’s Omitted
E^reBs and
Total Miles Passengers Mail Lbs. Freight Lbs,





. 3 . 4 . 1. 5. 6 . 7
1928 10 J400 47.8 3 5‘^5.5 210.4
1929 22 38O 159.3 7 099.6 249.6
1930 31 993 374.9 7 985.0 359.5
1931 42 755 470.0 9 097.4 788.1
1932 ^ 606 474.3 7 393.3 1 034.0
1933 ^ 772 ^3.1 7 362.2 1 510.2
193't 40 955 461.7 7 411,0 2 133.2
1935 55 380 7^.9 13 268.7 3 822.4
1936 63 777 1 020.9 17 706.2 6 958.8
1937 66 072 1 102.7 7 127.4
1938 69 669 1 343.4 558.5 7 336.0
1939 82 572 1 876,1 629.2 9 5i'<-.3
1940 108 800 2 959.5 936.6 12 506.2
1941 133 023 4 060,5 1 462.9 7 795.6
1942 110 103 3 551.8 2 838.3 39 968.0
1943 103 601 3 454,0 3 121.8 57 544.0
1944 142 234 4 668.5 — 66 012.0
19‘^5 214 960 7 502.5 - 83 024.0
1946 151 473 5 225.3 ** 141 854.6
I1928-I939
- Koontz, Ha,rold D.
,
Op. Cit., Page 242
219 ^40-1946 - WORLD ALMANAC, 194?, Page 758
31928-1936 - Koontz, Harold D., Op, Cit., Page 242
^938-1943 - ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD, 1941 and
1943, Pages 57 and 30
^1939-1941 - ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD, 1941
,
Page 57
^942-1945 - U. S. STATISTICAL ABSTRACT. 1946
.
Page 558
7i946 - CIVIL AERONAUTICS ^^MINISTRATION JOURNAL, February 15
,
1947, Department of Commerce, Page 23
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Porthermore, as passenger and express traffic could not bear
rates high enough to cover operating costs, the government av/arded con-
tracts to air carriers to carry mail and thus overcome losses which
they might inctir. If a carrier lost its contract that v/ould mean that
it would be left with a high fixed charge for maintaining its airways.
Therefore, by government construction and maintenance of airways, air
transportation would be aided by providing for the necessary physical
conditions and by relieving the air carriers of the cost of building and
operating them. 1
By the Air Commerce Act of 1926, the federal government pro-
vided aids for air navigation which included airway facilities, meteoro-
logical information, research and developmental work and accident investi-
gation. The Bureau of Air Commerce created by this Act started the con-
struction of airways; and from a few airways in 1920, there had developed
a system of 3°»982 miles in 19^. ^
Prior to 1938 federal regulation of air transportation was
inadequate. Con5)rehensive regulation of air transportation began with
the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 which created the Civil Aeronautics
Board. Carriers for hire in interstate and foreign transportation must
nov/ obtain a certificate of convenience and necessity from the Board and
they must furnish safe and adequate facilities and service. Abandonment
of routes is unlawful except by approval of the Board. The Board has
^Ibid, Page 9
2Ibid, Page 9
xe«u ioc bluao olWa’ti sas^cqie baa *i>:»5«s?a£q ,eiot. rsri t-:jy*L
-r^y yft-bcrawa iaowuiiovoa ou^ ,e^ooa ^aijaiy^jp levyt «5i/oo*> r.‘‘§W as^ai
cioltiw a$89ol amoa'iifvo t.^df bar llajc 'tx-^bo o4 saelnfio rtff cJ a;iajsit
isdi ane« bLuow J.mii ioiiliotip fl.tl ‘tht'ix&o M II .lunrl Sdi^tei
• ?^x«v:r.tiC j\n4xiij3'^niA» »»nado baxl^ (i^ld a riilw #!:»£ ed i>Xot>w Ji
aXa lo Boaaae^alsx bar. ;tol-lojTtJ8COO iaeTim^Yt):^ '^rf , e^o'i-eoe.iT
'^’tc*a»09fl 8*i# 10^ 3cii)lvo*iq ixaiili! prf ilixov aot^fi^'XoqSiUK'x^
bar *5f!Xb/.2x/d lo Jeob GdS 'io stwiiiAo aie ^roilei \d Loa eaoX^linoo
X
.3is*f£>
-o'rq ^aeiEii:t<»ros l-«rrpl>e'i odi ,?:5'lt l Id c>o4 aoreiwoO ill f«14
•~oT:Odif®0i ^ aat^bllojb^ ^iTwiie boX\«X&iii ri'iiriw not Jr,3!v-: a i.tii to* ebi4 bsJilv
-l^cttvai ^nabtopn boo Xiov JUuJrgrqoIs’T'jb be* dp'ijj^o*! ,ncli;sffno':aii 1*0X30 !
-noo oilX bdJtr.ia <JoA sidJ ^d bd^raoio soic^noC tXA lo cweioa »jl’P ,ool^iI3
baqolevcb i*d eiadi ,OS^X at vsX * ffO*r^ bar ;r;*-<nlP *tc aoi^ortXa
- -4i4l9X at aetllm lo lao^axa^ *
9j^tf 0oXXaiioqane*i^ tXa 'to X*'xsb«l 8C.5X od loti^
xitiv naAed nol^.'^X'xoqBOet^ iX* 10 auUj>Isr^e‘i artssiedojqr^oO . ^SAi/pahaai
30iJa«ao*ioA XiTtO adi ba^aoto rto^riw 8^^X "to XoA aoiiisafloaoA XXtXO
iemn nci t*Jioqam?at jT^tstol' boa al olid tot ai*t*x*i*0 .JfcnaOG
bo* b'ti'cSC orfi moil x;ilee300xi bas sonataovaoo to oJaoiliJtoo « cX*tdo von
ta&aaoboJidy .aot/ase i>a* soiJlXloa'l otAxmoIvB baa «‘s*8 ii$taaxft taiot \Btii




the authority to fix the exact miniraum and maxinrum rates v;hich are to
be published and which are to be reasonable and non-discriminatory,
and it can exercise jurisdiction over consolidations which might take
place under specified conditions between air carriers and aircraft
manufacturers, between two or more airlines or between air carriers ajid
companies engaging in other forms of transportation. ^
Since the termination of the wax, passenger, mail, and air
cargo service has been decreasing while costs of doing business have
been rising rapidly.
In 19^5 the airlines experienced an increase of 35^ in oper-
ating revenue but a decline of 10^ in net operating income. The present
rate structure of airlines is four and one-half cents per passenger
mile which represents a one-cent reduction from the rates existing
prior to May 19^5* This reduction was voluntarily effected by the air-
2lines to attract the goodwill of the public.
In 19^1 the following statistics applied; ^
Revenue paying passengers - 13,000,000 - 78/^ more than
in 1945
Revenue miles - over 6,000,000,000 - 72/S more than in
19^5
Air expenses - 57/S more than in 19^5
^Bigham, Truman C., Op. Cit., Page 210
^BARR0R»S NATIONAL BUSINESS & FINANCIAL WEEKLY, “Higher Rate Structure
Essential for Airlines," Selig Altschul, December 9, 19^* Page 12
^BUSINESS V/EEK, "Airline Profits Slump," January 11, 19^7, Page 64
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edai iris*® rioiriw attoii.-i.iXcs'ioo *1970 flclioiiaiiJJt oaioteis aao ii Ana
i'ixi'ro'iie e^siiToo :;ta erac^wisd ecoiilLfloo iBhaa ©oalq
ibfl£ atei'xxijo lia to aAiillils aio« *io owi ii«ewiorf ,ax8*Lui»a‘tx;itflffl
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iflsae'iq ariT .smoocl jjaiijsisqo 4"s»ii Ki 3^01 Ic eitlloBb a si/ne^ox '>aii*
’X3sno88<sq Ttsvi sicso ^XBri—sao ’iwo‘t al safiiXTiB *0 o'ufioinis &ia*i
^ttlistxe BBiat 9di aotit>ui&t iceo-ano b eiaeas'tqar riolriw ellm
“tiB ©rii f>dioene ^Xiusicjulov a^w aoJtionJben eiriT oi xcXtq
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The 78/^ increase in revenue paying passengers as contrasted
against the 125^ rise in airline seating capacity represented a sub-
stantial drop in the payload per plane trip.
During the period Janiiary to September 19^* the airlines
received 50^ larger revenues than the corresponding period in 19^5 t
sixteen carriers suffered a drop of 83^ in net operating income from the
19^5 joint net of $15,938,000.00 and six of the sixteen carriers showed
a deficit, ^
Seasons advanced for the depressed conditions of the airlines
are as follows;
1, Planes overstaffed. Each plane was staffed by an
average of 129 versus 53 prewar days
2. Costly personnel training
3. Excessive expansion
4, Climbing wage rates
5. High depreciation charges
6, Sharp drop in passenger traffic due to
a. Elimination of war time stimuli
b. Seasonal factors
c. Recent string of air accidents
d. Loss of time and other inconveniences caused
by inadequate airport facilities
Although air accidents are given as a factor contributing to
the depressed condition of the airlines, the statistics on the following
^Ibid, Page 64
1 floo i-T ^sx/navfa^ i.i o; c{*‘sofli ^6^ »dT
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^ M
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page show the steady decline of air fatalities from 1939 to 19^6 when
compared v.dth the total mileage flown.
In a speech in Chicago in January 19^7, United Air Lines*
president, W, A. Patterson summarized the sit\iation thus:
^
”The present average airline capacity is approximately
7^ utilized, while the breakeven point during this
conversion period is approximately 80^. Increases in
passenger fares or in mail rates or in both are inevita-
ble."
The Civil Aeronautics Board has instituted an investigation
in order to determine how non-mail revenues can be raised, and it is
believed by the airline industry that the study will result in a fare
increase. But the possibility exists that a raise in airline passen-
ger rates might reduce non-mail revenue by sending marginal passengers
back to using the railroads and buses, ^
On March 22, 19^7, a 10^ increase in airline fares, probably
becoming effective April 1, 19^7, was approved by the Civil Aeronautics
Board, This increase is to be effective for ninety days; and after the
ninety-day period, individual lines will be free to adjust fares as they
see fit, ^
^BUSINESS V/EEK, "To Probe Rates," February 22, 19^7
2lbid
3B0ST0H EVENING AMERICAN, March 22, 19^7
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In recent years, pipe lines have heen used for the transporta-
tion of gasoline, crude oil, and refined products, and experiments have
been made for the transportation of alcohol, wheat, and pulverized coal.
In 19381 there were 115,000 miles of oil pipe lines and
6,500 miles of gasoline pipe lines in the United States. ^
Oil pipe lines extend from southern Texas and Wyoming to
Chicago, the Great Lakes, and the Atlantic seacoast. Gasoline pipe lines
extend from Texas to Chicago and from St, Louis and Toledo to the Atlan-
tic seacoast, ^
The ton mileage of commercial pipe-line traffic was 8^ of the
total commercial traffic in the United States in 193® and is steadily
increasing. Of the 190,000,000 tones of crude and refined petroleum
moved in the United States in 1937, 70^ moved by pipe lines, 3
All natural gas moves by pipe line. This industry has become
inportant and will be discussed further on in this chapter.
As pipe line transportation serves few shippers, handles a
single commodity, and the pipe lines are owned by chief customers, it does
not need much control to protect the public interest; and therefore, its
1 INVESTIGATION OF CONCENTRATION OF ECONOMIC POTO, 76th Congress, 2d Ses-
sion, Part 14A, Page 7722, 19^
^F.T.C, "Utility Corporations," Senate Document No, 92, 70th Congress,
1st Session, Part S4a, 1936, Page 27
3reP0RT of COMITTEE OF SIX TO PRSSIDEITT OF THE UNITED STATES, Decem-
ber 23, 1938, Page 74
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regxilation is relatively unimportant.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has had jurisdiction over
petroleum lines since 1906
,
and the Federal Trade Commission has had
jurisdiction over natural gas lines since 1938 . The "basis of the regu-
lation exercised is to protect small producers and refiners from large
companies ovning pipe lines who can curtail small companies "by setting
high rates for transport or minimum requirements. The states in general
declare pipe lines to be common carriers and must file rates, reports, and
1
keep accounts.
The following table shows the growing importance of petroleum
pipe lines in the United States. From 70,009 miles of line operated in
1925, the mileage increased to 111,615 in 1944 , ^
PETROLEUM PIPE LINES
. 1925 - 1944
All figures except miles of line operated in thousands of dollars
Miles of Line Investment In Operating Operating
Year Operated Pipe Lines Revenue Expense
1925 70 009 511 088 l64 645 80 232
1930 88 727 772 711 237 910 99 363
1935 92 037 763 009 197 368 89 364
1936 94 060 773 743 219 057 92 899
1937 96 611 802 9^ 248 198 98 641
1938 95 775 807 657 228 211 98 756
1939 98 681 829 6^ 212 466 97 130
1940 100 156 841 977 225 760 101 919
1941 105 1^35 885 317 251 685 110 448
1942 106 485 913 848 245 061 123 507
1943 108 783 965 464 276 652 148 448
1944 111 615 1 000 741 310 194 172 368
^oontz. Harold D.
,
Op, Cit,, Pages 236-240
^STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UUITED STATES, 1946
, 79th Congress, 2d Ses-
sion, House Document No, 502
,
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Regulation of our transportation facilities has proceeded
unevenly. The aim of the government in its regulation of transporta-
tion facilities has been to furnish adequate service at the lowest cost
possible to society. This has involved regulation for prohibition of
monopolistic and discriminatory rates, to prevent waste of capital and
needless duplication of facilities, to stabilize rate structures, and to
promote coordination in transportation.
To the advocates of the policy of relaxing regulation, the
Federal Coordinator of Transportation has presented this argument: ^
Any plan of free and unrestrained competition in
transportation would be in the teeth of experience.
In the case of railroads, it was given a prolonged
trial and fo\ind wanting many years ago. The re-
sults were bad for both the railroads and the
country. The present tendency is to place competi-
tion under some measure of restraint in industry
generally. Uncontrolled coii^jetition in transporta-
tion would make rates and charges utterly \instable
and undependable and invite much the same abuses as
existed in the railroad ’rebate' days. It would
intensify the financial demoralization of all
classes of carriers. It would be particularly
dangerous, if indulged in by the railroads, because
there is still a very considerable voltufae of rail-
road traffic upon which other forms of transporta-
tion do not encroach. The tendency, as in the old
days, would be to exact the last possible cent from
such traffic and made rates on the competitive traf-
fic low enough to stifle the competition. The
other forms of transportation have no such reserves
of non-competitive traffic to sustain their
endurance."
^Federal Coordinator of Transportation, REGULATION OF TRANSPORTATION
AGENCIES, Senate Document No, 152, 73<i Congress, 2d Session, Page 58,
1934
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Public Utilities Other Than Transportation
The courts have found many businesses other than transporta-
tion to be in the category of public utilities, and therefore, the re-
maining sections of this chapter will be concerned v/ith the control
over communications, electric, gas, and water. These businesses have
been subject to more state than federal control for they are involved
largely in intrastate conmerce. The telephone is approximately 99 ,5%
intrastate as measured by messages and 67 ,6% as measured by revenues.^
Of the 116,681,000,000 kilowatt hours of electricity produced in the
United States in 1958, 20% only moved across state lines and only 27%
2
of the natural gas production in 1934 was of an interstate nature.
There is, of course, much difference in the scope of regula-
tory jurisdiction among the 48 states. Some states have no commission
regulation over public utilities; others limit their regulation to
certain utilities. Because of the lack of uniformity in state regula-
tion, and of the growing importance of federal legislation in these
fields, this chapter will devote itself only to the phase of federal
regulation. TKhether a public utility is controlled by the federal or
state government, many of the problems - fair price, adequate service -
are the same.
herring, J. M. and Gross, G.C., TELECOMMUNICATIONS, N. Y.* McGraw
Hill Book Company, 1936, Page 213
^Federal Power Commission, ELECTRIC POWER STATISTICS, 1938, Page 3.
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Commvmicat 1ons
Sereral attempts were made by the government to regulate
communications prior to 1934 but the Communications Act of 1934 is
oonsidered the basis of federal control* By this Act all common car-
riers of messages by wire or wireless are required to fvirnish reason-
able, adequate service upon a request for it* The Communications Com-
mission takes action for the establishment of physical connection
between carriers and for through routes* Construction of new lines or
extension of existing ones is subject to the obtaining of a certificate
of convenience and necessity from the Commission* The Act of 1934 also
provides that charges be just and reasonable and specifically declares
that different charges be made for different classes of service* Rate
discrimination is forbidden and publication of rates is required*
Changes in charges, classifications, or practices concerning rates
must be filed with the Commission and 30 days’ notice given* To aid
the Commission in fixing a reasonable rate, the law provides for valua-
tion of the property of companies subject to the act* They are re-
quired to furnish information as to cost of reproduction loss deprecia-
tion and original cost*^
The regulation of combination of communication companies is
weak and is no more than a restatement of federal acts making
unreasonable restraint of trade unlawful for any business*
In the field of radio, the greatest instrument of power
herring, J. M*, Op* Cit*, Page 245-320
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which the CoOTnunications Conmiission holds over radio oompanies is the
authority to grant, revoke or withhold licenses to operate radio
stations* No person is permitted to operate a station in interstate
and foreign commerce unless he has a license to do so, which licenses
are granted for a limited time* In considering applications for
licenses, the Commission is directed to make distribution of licenses
among the several states as "to provide efficient and equitable
distribution of radio service to each of the states*" The powers of
the Commission over operation of radio stations are extensive* It
assigns frequencies and operating times; it prescribes the nature of
service to be rendered by the various^ classes of states, the minimum
and maximum power, and the location of stations* Construction of
station facilities can be made only after pemits are obtained from
the Commission and inspection of facilities and personnel is provided
for* The Commission is specifically denied the right to censor com-
munications or to interfere with the right of free speech but utter-
ing obscene language is forbidden*^
TTater Power
The federal government entered the field of public control
of water power in 1920 with the passage of the Federal Water Power Act
which applied only to the use of hydro-electric sites on mvigable
water of the United States* This act was amended in 1935 to give the
^Koonts, Harold D*, Op* Cit*, Page 388
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Power Conmission broader control over companies utilizing water resources
on navigable waters and public lands.
Before anyone can use any of the navigable waters or waters on
public lands for the development of water power, permission must be ob-
tained from the Federal Power Commission. The applicant must hand in
detailed information as to the nature, constructional specifications,
legal and financial arrangements, and estimated disposition of power
frcan the project. A license is then issued if the Commission deems
the project is in the public interest.^
By June 30, 1940, the Federal Power Commission had issued
licenses covering 128 major projects representing a total cost to
licensees of |740,000,000. During 1940, it collected $814,857 from
licensees for the use of water resources.^
The law provides that the government may take over the prop-
erty at the expiration of the license. When the government takes over
the property, the basis of compensation to the licensee is the net
investment in the project which amount is fixed by the Commission and
is not to include the value of any property of the United States used
under the license, the value of the license itself, goodwill, going
value, and the value of prospective revenues.
^Ibid, Page 394
^BOth ANNUAL REPORT OF THE F.P.C., 1940, Page 142
^Koontz, Harold D., Op. Cit., Page 394
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Eleotrio
Title II of the Public Utility Act of 1935 states that regu-
lation of eleotrio utilities was ”to extend only to those matters which
are not subject to regulation by the states" and was to apply to "the
transmission of eleotrio energy in interstate oommerce and to the sale
of eleotrio energy at wholesale in interstate oommerce but shall not
apply to any other sale of electric energy or deprive a state or state
commission of its lawful authority now exercised over the exportation
of hydro-electric energy which is transmitted across a state line*"
As in the case of other public utilities, the government
demands that service be adequate, rates be just, unreasonable and non-
discriminatory* Another standard regulation in the files of public
utilities which applies to the electric field is that they may not
issue any security or assume any obligation with respect to any
security unless authorized by the Commission* Such authorization is
given for the issuance of securities for franchises in an amount not
in excess of the actual paymenb for such franchise or contract* Public
utilities are forbidden to apply any proceeds frcm the sale of securi-
ties to a purpose not stated in its approval order*
Natural Gas
The demand for the regulation of the natural gas industry
arose from the fact that interstate ccmmeroe in this commodity has been
increasing since 1926* Natural gas moves from the Appalachian, Mid-
Continent, Southern, Rooky Mountains, and California gas fields over
4
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50,000 miles of line to 37 of the 48 states*^ The Natural Gas Act of
1938 applies to the transportation of gas in interstate oommeroe and
to sale therein for resale for ultimate public consumption. The law
specifically excludes production of natural gas and its local distribu-
tion, and therefore, its regulatory control is limited to transmission
only,^
The rate and service regulation provisions of this Act are
similar to those of the electric power law. However, the regulation
of gas companies is not as extensive as that of interstate electric
utilities, as the Federal Power Commission has no authority over con-
solidations and security issuance*
In general, the states in regulating the service of gas
industries follow the criteria set up by the Bureau of Standards which
cover the maintenance of plant and equipment. Interruptions of service,
accident, complaints, informtion for customers, meter readings, and
changes in the character of seivice.^
Consumption of gas is measured by a meter which records the
volume of gas used in terms of cubic feet. Gas is judged qualitatively
by its heating content which is expressed in terms of British thermal
units; and when gas is sold at a certain rate per unit of volume, the
specification of its heating value has exactly the same significance
^Rice, M. M., "Gas and Government," PJBLIC UTILITY FORTNIGHTLY,
October 13, 1938, Page 483
^eloh, F. X,, "Uncle Sam Moves in on the Gas Industry," PUBLIC UTILITY
FORTNIGHTLY, October 13, 1938, Page 217
3tHE ECONOMICS OF PUBLIC UTILITY REGULATION, Irston R. Barnes, F. S.
Crofts & Co., N. Y., 1942, Page 746
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as the determination of price for gas is sold at definite rates per
heat unit*^
Each utility selling gas must provide and maintain calometrio
equipment and also equipment for testing the purity of the gas which it
sells and the pressure at vrtiich it is distributed*
The mtural gas industry has grown in importance as is shown
by the following statistics
United States Natural Gas Production
1920 - 1945
Year Production iU#000 Bbls.) Value (11,000.00)
1920 384 744 71 788
1925 1 127 470 120 383
1950 2 210 494 128 160
1935 1 420 000 64 368
1934 1 535 360 60 523
1935 1 651 986 70 940
1936 1 796 340 84 572
1937 2 065 434 97 125
1938 2 156 574 87 266
1939 2 169 300 90 050
1940 2 339 400 68 261
1941 2 696 568 126 700
1942 2 725 968 102 565
1943 2 773 218 122 500
1944 3 031 308 148 200
1945 3 248 000
^Ibid, Page 747
^WORLD ALM/LN/VC, 1947, Page 785
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During our recent isartime period all semtlanoe of a free
economy was dropped. Industry and even human relations were gathered
under the hand of the government. Every phase of our economy was
regulated by the federal government and we had material controls,
price controls, wage controls, labor controls, and rationing. Presi-
dential authority to direct the stabilization of prices, wages, end
salaries were derived from the amendment to the emergency price
control act of 1942 known as the Stabilization Act of 1942,
An essential problem in the economics of national defense
is the control of prices and control of wages. The increased total
demand due to government expenditure raised the demand for products
and labor. No idle labor was available so there was a tendency for
wages to rise if controls had not been resorted to. Such a rise in
wages would have caused a further increase in demand for goods and
services, and the evils of inflation would have set in. Therefore*
the two most important controls of the war period were those relative
1 ‘to wages and prices.
^Oscar Lange, "Economic Aspects" Page 19, ECONOMIC MOBILIZATION,
Washington, D, C,t American Council on Public Affairs, 1940
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Wage and Salary Control
Wage and salary stabilization constituted one element of the
governmental progiram of control of dcxnestic economy designed to prevent
inflation during the -wartime emergency period, Dnployers » demands for
labor when the labor supply was constantly diminishing and employees*
demands for higher rates made control of -wages essential to the anti-
inflationary program. The purpose of the control was to maintain peace-
time wage s-bandards«
Pursuant to the act, the President created the Office of
Economic Stabilization of which the liational War Labor Board was an
agency -which had jurisdiction over all wages regardless of amoxmt and
all salaries of or \mder |5, 000,00 per year. The War Labor Board
approved all increase in -wage rates, subject to its jurisdiction, which
were put into effect on or before October 3, 1942*
Industry had to conform to the regulations set up by the War
Labor Board in the hiring of now employees, decreasing wage rates, or
increasing wage rates. The Board’s approval had to be obtained if
one intended to hire a new employee at a higher rate than his predeces-
sor, In decreasing salaries under |6,000,00, they could not be
decreased without prior appro-val below the highest rate paid for the
job between January 1, 1942 and September 15, 1942, except to correct
gross inequities and to aid in -the prosecution of the war,^
As to salaries over |5,000,00, employers could reduce the
^Act of October 2, 1942, Section 4, Executive Order No, 9250
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salaries without approval to |5,000*00 but not below without the War
Labor Board’s approval.^
In increasing salaries, the War Labor Board would grant
approval for the following purposes*
1* To correct maladjustments resulting from the rise in
the cost of living
2* To correct gross inequities created by wages which are
insufficient to maintain a decent standard of living
3* To establish wage differentials normal to American
industry
Price Control
The purpose of the Price Control Act of 1942 which created
the Office of Price Administration was stated as follows* ”To
stabilize prices and to prevent speculative, unwarranted and abnormal
increases in prices and rents; to eliminate and prevent profiteering,
hoarding, manipulation, and other disruptive practices resulting from
abnormal market conditions or scarcities caused by or contributing to
the natioisal emergency; to assure that defense appropriations are not
dissipated by excessive prices, to protect persons with relatively
fixed and limited incomes, consimiers, wage earners. Investors and
persons dependent on life insurance, annuities and pensions from
undue impairment of their standard of living; to prevent hardships to
persons engaged in business, to schools, universities, and other
^Ibid, Section 5
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institutions and to the federal, state, and local go^emments
,
which
would result from abnormal increases in prices; to assist in securing
adequate production of commodities and facilities; to prevent a
possible emergency collapse of values; to stabilize agricultvire
prices • • • and to pemit voluntary cooperation between the govern-
ment and producers, processors, and others to accomplish the aforesaid
purposes,
Labor Controls
During the wartime period, in order to meet the manpower
requirements of ovur armed forces and our expanding war production
program by a full utilization of ovir available manpower, it was decreed
by the federal government that for the duration of the war no plants
factory or other place of employment would be deemed to be making the
most effective utilization of its manpower if the minianaa work week
was less than 48 ho\irs per week. Furthermore, all departments and
agencies of the federal government required their contractors to com-
2ply with the minimum work week of 48 hours,
Male workers who quit their jobs were not allowed to take
anything but essential jobs and then only through United States
Einployment Service referrals. Workers who sought to change jobs for
health reasons had to have their physician’s certificate reviewed by
^fRICE CONTROL - O.P,A,, Selected from Price Control Unit of the CCH
Law Service, Few York: Commerce Clearing House, 1942
^Executive Order No, 9301 dated February 9, 1943
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special medical consultants and newspapers were requested not to accept
employment advertisements for male workers except from employers
approved by the United States Employment Service.^
Material Controls
War has an insatiable appetite for metals and minerals, and
although our country was and is the richest nation in the world in
its resources of mines, and forests, in order to catch up to the war
production of our enemies, it was necessary that material controls be
instituted. The Office of Production Management was vested with the
power to see that civilian production was sharply curtailed in order to
make room for war production.
The United States is not self-sufficient in strategic and
critical ccanmodities and, therefore, it became necessary to develop
substitute products under government subsidy. The Office of Produc-
tion Management established a conservation imit which undertook
detailed studies of substitute materials and processes. Later the
War Production Board absorbed the Office of Production Management and
conducted these studies.
The most important technique for dealing with existing or
threatened shortages was the system of priorities. Industry felt the
greatest impact of the war program by the imposition of priority
ratings on many items for tdiich they never before had to wait. In
^Accountant’s Weekly News Letter, December 11, 1944
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effect the national supply of vital materials was gathered into
separate pools out of which certain designated amounts vrere ladled to
manufacturers in accordance with wartime needs. Government contractors
got first choice and civilian consumers the remainder, if any*
Another form of material control was inventory control.
Producers were prevented frcsa hoarding materials. Speculative buying
was discouraged. Suppliers of vital metals were required to file an
affidavit agreeing not to ship stocks which would increase a customer’s
inventory beyond a practical working minimum and customers were asked
to file periodic statements declaring that they had not accumulated
excessive materials. The War Production Board scrutinised these
inventory reports and government inspectors made spot checks.
Price control as related to material control played a very
important part during the war economy. In the early stages of the
defense program, price controls were employed primarily on raw materials
as the transition from peace to war progressed. Price control was
applied to semi-finished commodities and finally to processed and manu-
factured products. This action was necessary to prevent inflation
which would have imperilled war production.
Priorities and price regulations worked toward the same
general objective. Priorities restrained the buyer from exploiting
the market, and price control restrained the seller from exploiting
the market,^
^Cherne, Loo M,, YOUR BUSINESS GOES TO WAR, Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co,, 1942, Chapter I
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During the war period, the government resorted to the ration-
ing of certain consumer goods of idiich there was a scarcity or which
would impede our defense program if allowed to be put on the market
without restriction# This program consisted in limiting private con-
sumption by administrative order and thus releasing the resources
necessary for national defense# The form of rationing izidulged in
limited the consumption of each person# Another form of restricting
consumption would have been by a rise in prices and this policy would
have affected the lower inccme groups to a far greater extent than
persons with a higher income# Therefore, rationing was resorted to
which prevented such social inequities and assured a more equal dis-
tribution among people regardless of inocsne# In certain commodities a
technical necessity for rationing arose where the elasticity of demand
for such commodities would be so small that no practical increase in
price would bring a sufficient reduction in demand#^
Lange, Oscar, Op# Cit#, Page 16
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IX
APPRAISAL OF ECONOMIC PLANNING AND ITS FUTURE
The goremmant of the United States is based on the belief
in the supremaoy of the individual oitisen, the inherent value and
dignity of man, and his inalienable rights vrhioh protect him from sub-
servience to the state except by consent of individuals acting collec-
tively* The governmenb * s role in economic life is to protect, to help,
and to administer justice for its citizens*
"When, at various phases of our history it became apparent
that individiMil freedom was being abused for ulterior motives, certain
groups demanded government protection in the form of legislation for
their economic security* Business men have pressed for legislation
aimed at curtailing monopoly or curtailing unfair competition to pre-
serve their income and iiwestment* Farmers have demanded an agricul-
tural program to protect their fair share of the national income*
Labor has fought for laws guaranteeing collective bargaining, fair
minimum wages and maximum hours, unemployment compensation, and re-
tirement benefits as an insurance of security*
The major programs of control in the United States have been
aimed at
Control of competition - In the public utilities field,
monopoly has been encouraged; in private b\isinesses not affected with
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Control of price - Price control includes minimum wages of
workers, coal, and agricultural products# The resale price mainte-
nance laws and the Robinson-Patman Act tend to fix prices#
Control of output - Both quantitative and qualitative con-
trols are included in this field and they are found in the agricul-
tural field as a means of conkrolling price and in the public utilities
field as a means of securing adequate service#
Control of business conduct - In this category are included
a myriad of laws and regulations aimed at preventing fraud and unfair
pi*actioes#
Control to reduce economic risk - In recent years such con-
trols have assumed great importance, and the deaoand of the public for
action in this sphere has given rise to labor legislation, social
security, and government assistance programs#
The outlook for continued government intervention in future
years has been intensified since the cessation of hostilities# The
demobilization of the armed forces has made the problem of full
employment a most pressing one and one fraught with a great degree of
public izxterest#
The Ifetural Resources Planning Board established in 1939 is
primarily concerned with plans for the rehabilitation of veterans and
industry# The Board stated its objectives as follows:^
”llTe must plan for full employment for maintaining the national
^0 M# Cheme, Op# Cit#, Page 412
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inoome at one hundred billion dollars a year at least* • • • rather
than to let it slip baok to ei^ty or seventy or sixty billion dollars
again* In other words « we shall plan to balance our national
production-oonsumption budget at a high level with full employment
,
not at a low level with mass employment*
We must plan to do this without requiring work from youth
who should be in school; the aged« who should be relieved if they
wish it« and women who choose to make their contribution in the home^
and without asking anyone to work regularly in mines, factories,
transportation, or offices more than forty hours a week or fifty
weeks a year, or to sacrifice the xvage standards which have been set*"
From the foregoing, it can readily be seen that the problem
of full employment will be partially met throtigh public works projects*
In 1945 the Murray Full ESaployment Bill captured the public
imagination* It requires the president to make the following five
basic estimates for the federal fiscal year*^
1* An estimate of the size of the labor force including
the self-employed*
2* An estimate of persons who will bo employed during the
twelve months beginning six months after the estimate is
made
3* An estimate of the amount of money that will be spent
and Invested dxiring the same twelve months
4* An estimate of the sum that will have to be spent if the
entire labor force is to be kept employed
^Accountant’s Weekly News Letter, October 1, 1945
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5« An estiioate of the number who must be employed after
private and public works have been exhausted
The proponents of full employment contend that the following
advantages will result from such a programs
1« The attainment of full employment will be an achievement
of the greatest possible benefit yielding a maximum of
production and a universal sharing in the nation*
s
productivity* ^
2* By increasing the level of employment we would increase
the volume of our foreign trade beyond what it was in
the thirties* Any policy that produces relatively full
employment will have a salutary effect on our Imports
and exports*
3* In a full employment system it will be easier to reduce
tariff barriers and remove quantitative restrictions on
imports
•
4* In a full employment system subsidization will not be
necessary on exports *^
5* Full employment would bring about the following results*®
a. Recovery of lost industries
b* Stimulation of existing industries
0 * Creation of new industries
d* Promotion of home travel and vacations
e* More rapid rehabilitation and reconstruction of war-
tom countries by selling our services to them
^Riflfve, Emil, "What Labor Wants After the War", Page 51, POSTWAR GOALS
AND ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION, New York University, Institute on Postwar
Reconstruction, 1944
^Hudson, Michael, FULL EMPLOYMENT, Boston, The Christopher Publishing
House, 1946, Page 11
®Ibid, Page 11
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Opponents of full employment contend that such a program
cannot bo followed vrithout incurring the following:^
!• Inaccurate estimates made by the president for each
fiscal year will lead to disaster*
2* The government will not bo able to provide enough public
works of a nature that will not compete with private
enterprise to an extent of providing work for more than
1,000,000 people*
3* Government spending brings about inflation and dostroye
the initiative of private enterprise*
4* There is an inherent danger to freedom when the govern-
ment indulges in huge public expenditures*
Other responsibilities of the federal government which it
is predicted will see congressional action in the near future are the
2following*
1* To create conditions under which free business and free
labor can function most effectively in the general
public interest
2* Planning for competition
3* Better timing of construction of public works to exer-
cise a counter-cyclical influence at times of depression
4* Expansion of unemployment compensation coverage which is
not large enough to make unemployment attractive but
which will maintain purchasing power
5* Expansion of the social security structure to cover all
classes of workers*
With the growing importance of government intervention in
the regulation of the nation's activities, it makes it imperative for
^Accountant's Weekly News Letter, August 1945
2thE COMMIRCIAL and financial chronicle, ”0ur Free Capitalistic
Economy’*, Paul G. Hoffman, Vol* 163, No* 4496, Page 3057
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us today - more than ever before - to bo prepared to answer these
questions: Do we want a planned eoonaoiy? Would it be compatible with
individual freedom? If the State assumes the obligation to provide
work for everyone, will it eventually have to tell each of us what we
can and oannot do to earn our living? Was the force and brutality
used in the planned economies of Ilazi Germany and Fascist Italy
accidental, or does a planned economy ultimately defend itself by sup-
pression? On the other hand--as the proponents of national planning
assert—is a planned economy merely a technique of social engineering
which can serve and amplify democracy instead of being twisted to the
ends of a totalitarian regime?
The arguments against planned eoononQr are many* Frederick
Hayek in his book "The Road to Serfdcaa" believes that free enterprise
and liberty of the individxial are doomed if we take the road marked
"Planned Economy*" He states that the following is true in such a
program:^
1* Society oannot plan its economy like an individual
because its members do not agree about the ends to be
planned for*
2* Only in a national calamity or a war do people agree,
spontaneously and in large numbers, about the main
thing to be done* Only at such times can a plazmed
economy be adopted by a society as a whole* At other
times it has to be adopted by some closely organized
group who do agree and are willing to coerce the rest*
Totalitarian one-party rule is thus the inevitable
prelxide or end-result of a planned economy*
S* The totalitarian group tends to be of low calibre,
^Accountant *8 Weekly News Letter, October 1, 1945
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because the more highly developed men are« the more they
disagree* It tends to think vaguely because accurately
defined ideas and aims lead to disagreement* It fosters
envy and hate because those are the passions on vrhich men
most easily unite* Its leaders have to be devoid of
moral scruples^ because coercing a whole society under
pretense of agreement is a brutal and hypocritical job*
A planned economy thus brings the lower types to the top*
4* The high level of civilization attained under free
competition is the very thing that makes idealists im-
patient of its faults* They think to reach new heists
by kicking down the ladder on idiich they rose so higH*
They think that the competitive nuarket and price-system
are a clumsy and bungling mechanism of adjustment, suit-
able only to early stages in the division of labor* The
opposite is true* Only because mankind stumbled upon
this impersonal mechanism has the division of labor (and
that means civilization) been able to advance so far*
No central directing mind, even with the purest motives,
could register the myriad facts and make the innumerable
adjustments that are made promptly and automatically by
the competitive market* The more complex our life
becomes, the more indispensable is this impersonal
meohani sm*
5* Not only freedom, but the Rule of Law, disappears auto-
matically with central planning* Tinder the Rule of Law
the acts of the state-power conform to rules laid down
in advance and applying to all alike* But a planned
econcsay cannot be run on the basis of general rules laid
down in advance* The directing power has to xsake
impromptu decisions, determining the fate of specific
persons or groups, axxd yet having the force of universal
law* The planning state thus has to be dictatorial, the
dictator has to be above the law* Our choice is not
between abstract justice and the hazards of competitive
life* Our choice is between arbitrary personal rule and
the impersonal regulative mechanism of the market*
Benjamin M* Anderson in a recent article in a business
periodical^ states that planning has been a dismal failure and there-
fore should be discarded as an izistrument in the promotion of the
public welfare* To support this contention, he states that prior to
^HE COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL CHRONICLE, New York, "Has New Deal
Planning Been A Success?", Benjamin M* Anderson, Ph*D*, Vol* 164, No* 4538
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1924 it was not the go^erment* s function to provide employment and
we had prosperity; after 1924, the reverse was true and we had a
depression. He presents the following employment statistics to prove
his beliefs:
Total Labor
Year Force Unemployed % of Labor Force
1900 29 025 000 1 647 000 6.7
1905 33 653 000 621 000 1*8
1910 38 133 000 553 000 1*6
1915 40 083 000 2 355 000 5*9
1920 41 897 000 558 000 1*3
1925 45 009 000 817 000 1.3
1930 44 025 000 3 809 000 7.3
1935 51 879 000 9 522 000 18*4
1939 54 393 000 9 080 000 15*7
However, today more than ever before, businessmen,
educators, and goveniment officials alike are calling for the applica-
tion of intelligent control to what formerly were considered inevitable
economic laws against whose machinations men were helpless* The demand
is for that sort of planning in a democracy that regulates the activity
of men for a competitive system of private enterprise* As Sir William
Beveridge stated in the preamble of his Full Elaployment Bill "It is
the policy of the United States to foster free competitive enterprise,
and the investment of private capital in trade and commerce," and it
is our aim to maintain this policy*^ Strict adherence to the literal
definition of planned eoonoa^ is the state ownership of big business
and equalized distribution of income. Such a system is and can only
be effected in totalitarian countries* However, in our demooractio way
^Accountant *s Weekly News Letter, October 1, 1945
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of life, planned economy means capitalist planning which is an attempt
to restrict free competition while maintaining the free and private
disposal of the means of production*
In view of the importance of government control of business
and the likelihood of increase of that control, today’s citizens
should be prepared to analyze intelligently the measures proposed*
Through our most powerful medium, voting, these policies may be guided
into desirable channels and in this way circumvent the arbitrary
usurpation of liberty by an authoritarian government*
rt..^ si dotrtw ^ttltuzsiq dell s^IqjBo axxesa '^no'ic'o-j i^eca^UC^ »e^il 1o
eeil ftiW cci^i^eqaco etil ^sln^tseT od
• ttolSoutoiq lo saJirm siid lo X^ccqsiL
eseaisud "lo Xo'^&aoo ^ce^jameTO^ “io etajii*toqaLf ©cJ^ lo w»iv nl
snosidlo 3 »Y*bo;^ tloi^aoo iadi ©t©©*xaii Ito LoodiXeSil ©d^ Jba«
,^>Roqoiq »©^iJBa€»lo ^X^>XIa3XXX•:^tti ©a^X««a ©^ Jjataqsiiq ©rf bXuorf©
fcobxa3 od ijaa ©©ioxXoq oBoxid .^ni^ov ,i-3uii)©* Iii* *ioi»oq i^*o* luo dgaoxaT
^j'TOT^tXd^a ©*-» in©v3»o*xlo '^jwr ©Xrf^ cX bix© ©XemiAl© eXd«iX8©f)^^aX
• ducysarrero^ aatui:tI‘iOii&vM as Y^*mdiX lo aoii.aq:u;8i7
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